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New Scheduling System Due fo r Fall 2002
Daytime Courses to be Held Twice a Week; Evening Courses Once o Week
By Lillian M. Aleman
News Editor

A new course sched’uling pattern for the Fall
2002,semester is being imple
mented on campus due to
the difficulty in registering for
courses and the lack of class
rooms due to the expanding
volume of students.
The lack of scheduling
flexiblity and the prospect
of retaining a larger amount
of students forced officals tomake a move.
“We were running out of
space and the problem was
not going to go away," said
Richard Lynde, Vice Presi
dent of A cadem ic Affairs
and Provost.
The new pattern applies

to 89 general-purpose class
rooms, the only exceptions
being one and two credit
courses.
According to Lynde, lab
oratories and other special
ized space will be used as
they are utilized.
The current schedule pat
tern is "very inefficient, often
leaving, rooms empty for 45
minutes or an hour at a
time," said Lynde.
Lynde’s proposal .states
that in order to obtain
the maximum use of the
available space, the new
scheduling pattern will utilize
75-minute periods during the
day and 150-minute periods
in the evening and on week
ends.
According
to
Lynde, this does not seem
to be a problem because,
during the current semester.

only 31.3 percent of the deal of change since 80 per
undergraduate cldsses in thé cent of our evening courses
day meet once a week, 48 that meet are already taught
percent meet twice a week, using 150-minute sessions,"
and only 20.7 percent meet said Lynde.
In order to test the new
for more than twice a week.
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the change will be even sity Registrar, Denise DeBlasio, demon
less notice
strated how
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“ Graduate students will evening in the mock trial,
generally not see a great which can be used for 380

extra courses.
Eleven classrooms would
allow the university to "selec
tively remove the worst class
rooms from the inventroy of
general-purpose classrooms,
renovate classrooms on a
regular basis, and address
certain existing scheduling
problems,” as stated in a
memo released by Lynde.
Some of the scheduling
problems include the back
log of students in ENGL T05
[English Composti.onj.
The new scheduling pat
tern will address this issue
by making it possible for all
incoming freshmen to take
ENGL 105 their first semester
on campus.
"We intend to provide
enough sections of ENGL105
next fall so that all incoming
freshman who need the
S ee "SCHEDULE" ON P.5
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A criminally insane psychiatric patient, who escaped from
G reystone Park Psychiatric Hospital jn Parsippany on Wednesday
night, was found by police at his mother's home Saturday,
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Coyle, 35, who was committed to’ the hospital in 1993 after
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being found not guilty by reason o f insanity in a Bergen County
criminal case, left the state hospital by stealing a contractor's van
that was left open with the keys in the ignition.,
A Jamesburg police officer is accused o f touching and kissing a
teenage girl, the daughter o f another officer,-during a visit to
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w ere not notified o f the incident, fast enough.
A fter deliberating less than an hour, a M orris County jury

montclarion,

yesterday convicted a 4 2 -yeqr-old N ew ark woman o f selling
heroin and cocaine in a public housing development o ff M artin
Luther, King Avenue in Nov. 1998. Cathy Little, who has tw o prior
convictions foniritent to distribute drugs, faces up to 2 0 years
■in prison for the guilty verdicts on eight charges, said Assistant
M orris County Prosecutor D ebra Conrad.
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who sent it.
Astronauts. Linda G o d w in and Daniel Ta.ni took their second
space walk on M o n d a y from the space shuttle Endeavor to make
repairs on the international space station. They were to w rap
some thermal blankets around the base o f the station's solar
arrays, which provide electrical pow er to, the station. M otors
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the station moves about Earth at fiye miles per. second.
The Senate approved a $ 3 1 8 billion defense bill that boosts
pay for U.S, troops and provides the Bush administration the full
funding it sough! for a national missile, defense program. The .
measure increases spending for the military as it wages the war. .
on terrorism, providing $ 2 7 billion more than the fiscal 2001
measure, but still $1,9 billion below President Bush's budget
, request.
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A bill was passed to change
the definition of Class I, II,
and III organizations: See
page 4 for further details.
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This Year In News
Part I I : Fall Semester 2001

Disaster Hits America

S to le n C a rs L ead to
B e e fe d U p S e c u rity
JENN WINSKI /T H E MONTCLARION

An MSU student observes first hand as the Twin Towers collapse on
September 11, 2001 after an attack on U S. soil was made.
Printed: September 12, 2001

Hometown Heroes

JOHN SPARACIO /THE MONTCLARION

Detective Kieran Barrett patrols the exit at Clove Road as many of
the officers are now patrolling MSU exits throughout the day and
night in an effort to stop car thefts and promote saftey.
JOHN SPARACIO /T H E MONTCLARION

Campus police officers Christopher Vidro (left)and Paul Giardino
(right) assisted the many policemen and firefighters at ground zero
during last Tuesday’s tragedy
Printed: September 20, 2001
Writer: Inbal Kahanov

Printed: October 11, 2001
Writer: Valarie Harper

RedHawkDiner OpenAt Last

Anthrax Scare

JOHN SPARACIO/THE MONTCLARION

JON REGAN /THEMONTCLARION

Police officers and detectives stood outside the Science Hall doors
on October 18 after a white powdery substance was found in the
Science Hall s ta irw e llIt was later found that the substance was not
anthrax and classes resumed the next day.
Printed: November 1, 2001
Writer: Jon Regan

The Red Hawk Diner finally held its grand opening on Tuesday,
October 23 at 2 p.m. a fte r being delayed twice in September.
Opening ceremonies including the handing out o f free bottles of
Coca Cola.
Printed: November 1,2001
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Bill Revises SGA Class Definitions
Paves the Road for Further Changes
By Inbal Kabanov
Production Editor

A bill to change the definition of
Class I, II and III organizations, the
first step in the ultimate reorganizing
of the class system, was passed by
the SGA legislature yesterday w ith'
a 19-0-3 vote.
Through the change, the SGA
seeks to correct the inaccuracies
and ambiguities of the current defini
tion, which are inefficient for SGA
purposes, said Orlando Cabrera, the
author of the bill.
The new definition stresses the
merit of the organization over the
campus appeal of the organiza
tion.
, The definition of the purpose of
all three classes is the same,* stating
that they are each "open to all Stu
dent Government Association, Inc.
members, which provide program
ming and/or cultural events for the
entire student body," according to
the amended Article Five of the SGA
constitution.
The difference between the
classes lies in their merit and specifies
that, in order to rise to a higher class,
the organization must go “ above
and beyond" in their current situation
and proveto the SGA legislature that
their benefit to the University merits
a higher class distinction.

Class I organizations receive a
set budget every year, while Class II
and III organizations approach the
legislature for appropriations on an
as-need basis.
The amount of appropriations a
Class. Ill may go up for is smaller than
that of a Class II.
Previously, Class I organizations
were those that provided services
“ for the entire student body, '' as
stated previously in Article Five of the
SGA constitution.
A Class II wds one that appedled
"to a large segment of the campus
community" and a Class III was that
which appealed, primarily, to the
specific area of interest, membership,
ethnicity, or field of study represented
by the organization."
“The problem with that was that,
while distinctions need to be made,
all the organizations legally have to
be open to the entire campus com
munity, so these definitions didn't
seem to make too much sense," said
Cabrera.
“Also, you have Class I organiza
tions like L.A.S.O and O.S.A.U, which
are doing great work and program
ming'for the University, but, techni
cally, [under the previous class defini
tion] they should have been a Class III
organization... because they appeal
to a smaller com m unity. That's
something that definitely needs to
be changed."
According to Cabrera, this is only

the first step, which allows for a series
of major changes to the class system
of SGA organizations to occur in the
next few years.
"This is really just setting up the
‘under construction' sign. We’ve got
a long road ahead of us to pave,"
he said.
The change in definition provides
a greater opportunity for Class II
and III organizations, which were
previously im peded from rising in
class as a factor of their definition, to
ultimately gain a position as a Class
I organization.

Carbera said that this is not an
a tte m p t to remove any specific
organization from their current class
and that he hopes this will eliminate
the hierarchy of the SGA organiza
tion by allowing organizations the
opportunity to improve.
The bill has been in the workings
for the past year and a half, originat
ing from MSU alumni and former
legislator Dean Chryssovergis.
"We’re trying to change the SGA
to go along with the times," said
Cabrera.

JOHN SPARACIO/THEMONTCLARtON

G & A Committee Chair, Jacob V. Hudnut (left), and SGA President Pro
Tempore, Orlando Cabrera, who is the author o f the bill regarding the
re-defining of Class I, II, and III definitions.

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE - FALL SEMESTER 2001
Evening/Weekend/and Off-Campus
Undergraduate and Graduate Courses
December 14 - 20

Day Undergraduate and Graduate Courses
December 17 - 21
Monday - December 17

Friday - December 14

For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at 0800am.................. 0800am-l 000am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at 1000am...... ......... I015am-1215pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at 0100pm.................. 1245pm-0245pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on'M.W.F at 0300pm.................. 0300pm-0500pm

For Classes Meeting Only on Friday at 0530pm......................... ...... ........... .........0530pm-0730pm
For Classes Meeting Only on Friday at 0830pm ............. .......... ....... ............ 0830pm -l030pm

For Classes Meeting Only on Saturday at 0830am or 1000am ..............................0830am-1030am
For Classes Meeting Only on Saturday at 1200pm or 0200pm ..................
1200pm-0200pm

T u esd ay- December 18
For Classes with
For Classes.with
For Classes with
For Classes with

First or Only Meeting on
First or Only Meeting on
First or Only Meeting on
First or Only Meeting on

T or R at 0900am ................... 0800am-1000am
T or R at 1100am................. .. I0l5am -12l5pm
T or R at 0200pm.............. 1245pm-0245pm
T or R at 0400pm........
0300pm-0500pm

with
with
with
with

First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at 0900am.................... 0800am-1000am
First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at 1100am....................1015 am-1215pm
First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at 0200pm.........
1245pm-0245pm
First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at 0400pm ...... >.........0300pm-0500pm

For Classes Meeting Only on Sunday at 0830am or 1000am...................... .........0830 am-1030am
For Classes Meeting Only on Sunday at 1200pm or 0200pm..................... f. .. 1200pm-0200pm

For Classes
For Classes
For Classes
For Classes

Meeting Only on Monday at 0500pm or 0520pm.............................. 0500pm-0700pm
Meeting Only on Monday at 0600pm, 0630pm or 0700pm .......... 0700pm-0900pm
Meeting Only on Monday at 0800pm .................................. ...............0800pm -1000pm
Meeting on Monday and Wednesday at 0600pm or 0630pm .......... 0700pm-0900pm

Tuesday - December 18

T hursday- December 20
For Classes with first or Only
For Classes with First or Only
For Classes with First or Only
For Classes with First or Only

Sunday - December 16

Monday - December 17

Wednesday - December 19
For Classes
For Classes
For Classes
For Classes

Saturday - December 15

Meeting on T or R at 0800am ................ 0800am-l000am
Meeting on T or R at 1000am..................... 1015am-1215pm
Meeting on T or R at 0100pm .........
I245pm-0245pm
Meeting on T or R at 0300pm ................. 0300pm-0500pm

For Classes Meeting Only on Tuesday at 0500pm or 0520pm........ .................... 0500pm-0700pm
For Classes Meeting Only on Tuesday at 0600pm, 0630pm or.0700pm............0700pm-0900pm
For Classes Meeting Only on Tuesday at 0800pm.......
...................................0800pm -1000pm
For Classes Meeting on Tuesday and Thursday at 0600pm or 0630pm .............0700pm-0900pm

Wednesday - December 19

Friday - December 21
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at 1200pm ...................1015am.-1215pm
For Classes with First orOnly Meeting on T or R at 1200pm..................... 1245pm- 0245pm

For Classes Meeting Only on Wednesday at 0500pm or 0520pm..............
0500pm-0700pm
For Classes Meeting Only on Wednesday at 0600pm, 0630pm or 0700pm....... 0700pm-#900pm
For Classes Meeting Only on Wednesday at 0800pm .............................................0800pm- 1000pm
For Classes Meeting on Monday and Wednesday at 0500pm ............................... 0500pm-0700pm
For Classes Meeting on Monday and Wednesday at 0800pm...............
Q700pm-0900pm

Thursday - December 20
For Classes Meeting Only on Thursday at 0500pm or 0520pm
..............0500pm-0700pm
For Classes Meeting Only on Thursday at 0600pm, 0630pm, or 0700pm ........ 0700pm-0900pm
For Classes Meeting Only on Thursday at 0800pm .......... ................................ 0800pm -1000pm
For Classes Meeting on Tuesday and Thursday at 0500pm ............................... .. 0500pm-0700pm
For Classes.Meeting on Tuesday and Thursday at 0800pm . ..........
........ ...... 0700pm-0900pm
Examination Notes
#
1. The examination times listed above are based on the weekly course schedule. (TheTirst day o f the semester is not involved.)
2.
All examinations are to be held in the regularly assigned classroom. In day courses where more than one room is involved, the location o f the exam will be the same as the first room o f a senes
(e.g., a course meeting M WF in different rooms will have the exam in the M room).
3.
Courses scheduled for 75 minutes and which begin on the half hour are to follow the exam schedule for the preceding hour (e.g., a course meeting TR 0930am-1045am will folloft the exam penod
for courses with the first meeting <Uy on T.or R at 0900am).
'■
,
4.
Faculty involved in teaching courses on a “To Be Arranged*’ basis and who require an exam room are asked to make arrangements for a specific time and room. Please call the Office o f the
Registrar at ext. 4295 prior to November 23.
5.
Students with a time conflict in their exam schedule should immediately notify each faculty member involved and make arrangements to reschedule one o f the exams.

POLICY ON FINAL EXAMINATIONS
1. All final examinations must be given during the regularly scheduled examination periods, the Schedule of Courses lists days and times of final examinations for each class period.
2. No final examination may be given during the last week of classes before the examination period.
' *
.
' '
3. If no formal examination is scheduled, the class must meet for one hour during the scheduled final examination time fora clas evaluation session. Thus, all classes are required to meet during the examination period.

News

No Admission Wait
Lures Students
By J. Linn Allen
Courtesy ofKRT Campus

For many high school seniors,
the holiday season is less a time of
good cheer than the fretful start of
that interminable period between
submitting college applications and
hearing if they’vp been admitted.
But a growing number of schools
are relieving the tension with ‘‘instant
admissions” programs that allow stu
dents to learn of their fate in minutes
during a face-to-face meeting with
a college admissions officer.
“Without further ado, you’re a
Bronco if you want to be," Western
Michigan University admissions rep
resentative Roy Evans told senior
Patrick Loftus, 18, of Homewood,
recently in a room off the library at
Homewood-Flossmoor High School.
"Congratulations and welcome to
Western."
Loftus’ acceptance or rejection
of the offer was hot so instant - he
has time to mull it over.
Western Michigan in Kalamazoo
was one of the pioneers, starting its
"on-the-spot" or "on-site” admissions
program in the early 1990s. Students
bring application forms and copies
of their transcripts and ACT scores to
the meetings. Evans looks at the file
and asks them why they’re interested
in the school, and they g e t their
answer.

Schools involved in instant admis
sions include some that are in the
top tier. Deerfield and Barrington
in Illinois have been drawing Big 10
universities such as the University
of Wisconsin at Madison, Michigan
State, Ohio State, Iowa and Indi
ana.
Illinois schools with instant admis
sions include Bradley, Columbia Col
lege, De Paul, Eastern Illinois, Illinois
State, Knox, Lake Forest, Northern
Illinois, Southern Illinois, Western
Illinois and the University of Illinois at
Chicago.
The advantages of instant admis
sions for students are obvious. “ It
gets a weight off your shoulders," said
Loftus, a swimmer and water polo
player with a high grade point aver
age and solid ACT scores. “ Instead
of worrying about acceptance, you
have somewhere you can go to."
A downside of instant admission is
instant disappointment in a personal
setting.
Another potential problem is that
some students may get so pumped
up or eager ta get past the whole
process that they forget all about
other options.
"I think with some kids if could
(happen)," said Jim Conroy, a col
lege counselor at north suburban
New Trier High School. “At schools
where there’s not much of a staff foF
college adrfiissions, kids could say, 'I
got into X, why should I look at other
places?’”
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Schedule
Continued from p. 1
Lynde.
just before a semester starts since we
"We have committed to provide will know exactly what is available,
the instructional resource and the allowing the change to be made in
new scheduling pattern will provide a fraction of a second.”
thè p a ce to a cco m m o d a te the
Getting the software to have the
backlog."system up and running the first year
With the increase in ENGL 105 will cost approximately $50,000 to
classes, more professors will be $65,000 with an additional $5,000needed to fill each class.
$10,000 for licensing in subsequent
“We are prepared for this growth years.
and, in fact, it has already started
"At a construction cost of $250,000
with the addition of
per classroom, this
15 new positions in
represents a sav
66 T h e n e w s c h e d  ings of $250,000
the last two years,"
said Lynde.
per classroom. This
u l e WILL SPREAD
Lynde states that
represents a sav
COURSES MORE
there are a number
ings of $2,750,000
of courses that will
for the University
EVENLY
ACROSS
THE
not fit the new pat
that we would oth
tern, but he reassures
FULL WEEK. 99
erwise have to
that the number of
invest in order to
- R ic h a r d L y n d e ., build
those courses are
eleven
V P o f A c a d e m ic A f f a ir s
similar to those that
classrooms," said
P r o s /o s t
do not fit in the cur
Lynde.
rent scheduling pattern"
"The new soft
To alleviate the troubles of sched- ware will also free up time for both
uling with classes that do not fit the department, chairpersons and staff
new pattern, a class scheduling members in the Office of the Regis
module called Schedule25 in cur trar that they can devote to other
rently being evaluated for possible services for students."
purchase.
Other than scheduling benefits,
"The software will know the the new pattern will help in a small
unique resources of each of the way with parking.
general classrooms and, if a faculty
“The new schedule will spread
member indicates that she needs courses more evenly across the full
a room with wireless networking week from 8:30 Monday morning
capability, it will be able o schedule until 5:15 on Friday afternoons. I
her class in a room that has that anticipate that this will also spread
capacity," said Lynde.
parking demand out more evenly
“The software will be particularly across the week and reduce the.
useful when we have to add sections parking overload that now occurs in
mid-day and early evening."

(And ift all perfectly legal.)
www.themontclarion.com

Here s the buzz. You can get al the latest college news, including sports updates,
campus events and more e-mailed to you for FREE, without ever leaving your room.
Rs like feeding your head without taking a trip. So. go to <xir newspaper web site,
LOGIN and REGISTER TODAY. And just say yes to e-News.
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Cut
Continued from p. 1

be entitled to keep any money should have been given more
'raised through fundraisers, up to notice about a possible budget cut,
the amount that was cut from that because the money had already
been calculated into their budget
organization's budget.
Prior to this, organizations were for the year.
"This should have been done next
required to put any money from
fundraisers into the SGA reserve year,", she said, "not next semester.”
Marlys also said that the organiza
fund.
The second amendment requires tions were never form ally m ade
that the SGA hold their semester- aware that the bill had been intro
annual retreat in the Student Center, duced.
"I had heard rumors and specula
instead, of off campus.
Elhagin said this money will be tion that this wds going on," Marlys
distributed into the Class l organiza said.
“The only notice I ever received
tion accounts.
Elhagin said the .budget cut will about it was a memo telling us how
save the SGA between $12,000 and much the budgets had been cut
after the bill was passed."
$15,000.
President of Players, Lauren Walsh,
Before the amendments, the SGA
agrees that the organizations should
was hoping to save $31,000.
There has been some speculation have been more informed about
that allowing Class 1 organizations the possibility of a budget cut.
“The organizations were informed
to keep part of the money col
lected from fundraising would hurt very poorly," she said.
"I' m not sure whose fault this is, but
the Class II and Class III organiza
there should have
tions, which lack the f
been a m eeting
funds to publicize
66 | UNDERSTAND
between the SGA
and fundraise to as
THAT THE SGA NEEDS executive board
great an extent as
the Class I’s..
THE MONEY, BUT IT’S and the Class One
E-boards, so that
Elhagin doesn't
PRETTY HARD FOR
the SGA coUld fully
believe this is true.
“The money has
OUR ORGANIZATION TO understand how
this cut would
already been put
affect each orga
aside for Class ll's
LOSE. 99
before
and Ill's," he said.
- K a te A A a H ys. nization
bringing
it
in
front
"They are always I
d o s s O n e O o n c e rts P re s id e n t
of the legislation."
urged to fundraise. ^
Walsh did recognize that things
We are only giving the Class I's the
same opportunities as the other could have been turned out worse
organizations, by allowing them to for the class ones.
“Thanks to the hard work of the
fundraise."
The bill was passed despite oppo SGA. We are now allowed'to fund
sition from a number of Class I orga raise, which is a major help for our
current situation."
nizations. .
General Manager of WMSC,
Class I Conceits will suffer the big
gest cut, losing $3,158.50. President Frank Hering is also grateful that
Kate Marlys, said this amount could money lost can be made up through
funraising.
pay'for a small concert in the Ratt.
"It’s going to make it harder for
“The concerts that we put on are
really expensive, even if it’s just a the organizations to achieve the
goals they set out for,” he said,, "but
small show," she said.
"I understand that thq SGA needs we do have the opportunity to make
the money, but it’s really hard for our up the money."
“ It was always just given to
organization to lose.”
. Marlys said the organizations us. Now we are going to have to

work for it through fundraising," said increase of two to three percent.
The SGA is entitled to petition the
Hering.
This bill was introduced at the Board of Trustees fbr a cost of living
November 15th SGA meeting, in an increase of two to three percent.
This would increase the amount
effort to help ease a falling overall
of money the SGA receives from
budget.
The SGA currently has a written student fees.
However, the
budget of $816,915, whigh includes
SGA has not
the money that each
66 It ’S g o in g t o
asked for this
organization is enti
increase
since
tled to, plus the cost
BE HARDER FOR THE
1988.
of running the SGA.
The SGA has
ORGANIZATIONS TO
However, the asso
also
consulted its
ciation only receives
ACHIEVE THE
Audit Committee,
$750,000 from student
which is an out
fees.
GOALS THEY SET
side source that
The SGA also has
OUT FOR. 99
reviews theSGA's
a reserve fund, which
—
Frank hi&ring. policies and pro
has been steadily
cedures
and
decreasing.
WAASC
makes
recom
The fund is down
to $58,000 from $350,000 three years mendations on what can be done
to improve the budget and financial
ago.
The SGA has been forced to procedures. Upon its recommen
use money from this a cco un t dation, the SGA is considering put
because the actual b u dget has ting a limit on how much money the
continuously been higher than the legislature can appropriate.
Appropriation money is money
written budget.
In addition to. the b udget over an organizations budget that
decrease, the SGA is considering a the SGA grants for special reasons,
number of other options to help the such as buying new computers.
Two years ago, the SGA appropri
strained budget.
It is considering petitioning the ated about $75,000. Last year, it
Board of Trustees for a cost of living appropriated almost double that.

»Resume Experience for all Majors
»Flexible FT/PT Hours
»Customer Service /Sales
•No Telemarketing
•Scholarships Available
Conditions Apply

MSU Students
Part Time "Work

Continued from p. 1
the SGA.
not."
“ Until we finalize the referen
. "The Student Government Asso
ciation needs and appreciates dum, we run the risk of being unfaith
ful to our m otto:
everyone's s'upport
'Students Serving
vyith this proposal
66 I f m o r e r e s u l t s
Students.’ Once
because no matter
the restructuring
y)hat fraternity, soror
WERE SEEN, I
occurs, we can run'
ity, organization, or
WOULD BE IN FAVOR the SGA better,"
club you are in, the
said Long.
success or failure
[OF THE
"If more results
of this proposal will
were seen, I would
a ffe ct you and its
REFERENDUM]. 99
be in favor [of the
future, here at Mont
referendum]. We
clair State Univer
- J a g u ita W ils o n ,
need more con
sity," said Long.
E n g lis h A A d jo r
certs. I have not
A twenty percent ■
seen the kind of
vote of the student
body population is required in order activities that l like in five years,” says
to impose the fee alteration. The Jaquita Wilson, English Major and
possibility of the usage of absentee commuter student.
ballads is under consideration by

Caldwell - (973) 882 - 1944
Parsippany - (973) 541 - 0122
Paramus - (201) 843 - 8808
www.workforstudents.com
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Get Cash
for your

Books
No matter where you
bought them,

we'll buy them back*.
U N IV E R S ITY BOOKSTORE
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY

^follett.
NEW & USED COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS

.c o m
Order now for next term !
‘current market value applies.
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Chi Alpha
Presents
T he
Miracle
Man’
By Lacey Smith
S taffW riter

A boy had the rare condition
Z \ of being born with no arms.
/ \ R a t h e r , he has hands c o n 
nected directly to his shoulders.
One night he visited a prayer
meeting, and the preacher began
to pray for him. As the man prayed,
he took the boy's hands and began
to pull gently on them..
When he finished the prayer, arms
had been pulled from the boy's
shoulders and he was healed.
Sound incredible? Of course, it
is a miracle. This story was just one of
many that Bob Fisher, guest speaker
to Chi Alpha, had to share.
The group met Thursday night in
the Student Center, for .gn evening
called, "Miracles and thqSupernatural," featuring Bob Fisher, a renowned
Christian evangelist speaker.
Fisher gave accounts of healings
from AIDS, tumors, and kidney dis
ease.
One testimony was especially
fascinating. Fisher informed he was
speaking at a prayer meeting a few
years ago when a man ran into the
service.
The man was terribly upset and
explained that his sister had put her
baby in the car-seat on top of the
car for a moment to put something
in, and the seat had slid off, the
baby cracking its head open on the
pavement.
Both were a t th a t time in the
hospital.
Everyone at the meeting began
to pray and at that moment, the
baby's head was healed a t the
hospital, baffling doctors.
Fisher quickly informed everyone
that, "God doesn't do miracles. Fie
only does God things. They are only
miracles on our side."
Yet the sermon focused not only
on miracles, but what is necessary to
see them. One must have a broken
heart towards God, similar to broken
ground.
It is also imperative to help ‘the
good things' grow. Weeds will grow
on their own, without encourage
ment, but good things need fertilizer;
like flowers.
After the message, the evening
ended with prayer. Fisher prayed
individually for each student, and
afterwards they all prayed for him.
Josh Beckman shared, "I've
never felt as close to God as I did
tonight."

Top 10 New Year’s Resolutions
You Don’t Want to Make
What Do You Vow NOT to Do In The Year 2002?
until you rip the skin and bleed or
pick at a cuticle until it turns nice
Feature Editor
and red. It's so hard to stop once you
start doing it, though. Old habits are
bard to break. Nervouness happens a
here are those common, every
lot. So you might
day New Year's Resolutions that
we make in. the weeks leading as well keep doing
it. At least it will J :v-up to the new year. We hope to stick
to them and maybe we do...for the relieve some of the, f t ;
tension.
first week or so.
By Simona Kogan

insecure human form feel so much
better.

7.To shout
at
every
person that
cuts in front
of me on
J the road

S

The following ten resolutions are
ones that we hope NOT to make. At
the same time, it just seems so much
easier to make these and actually
keep them going. The staff here at
the Montclarion hopes you don’t.
My New's Year’s Resolution for
the year 2002 is...

1 .To gain weight
It’s time for those cookies, those
cakes, those delicious holiday good
ies. Yet, at about this time everyone
resolves to lose those 10 or 20 (maybe
more?) pounds they
just need to lose in
order to m aintain
their ideal weight.
But
how
does
anyone expect to
do anything but
gain w eight when '
the holidays mean
eating tons of des
serts and sitting
around with com 
pany?
Gaining
weight is just the
easier option, isn't
it?

2.To get as little
sleep as possible.
Sleep? Never heard of the con
cept. I mean, it really doesn't matter
th a t I d id n 't get any sleep while
school was still in session because I
stayed up every night hanging with
my friends or doing my homework
but it's time for the annual winter
vacation from school, who really
needs sleep now? I mean who really
needs those eight or nine valuable
hours a night when you can just lay in
that nice warm bed, relax, close your
eyes, and just....1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

4 . T o
alienate
a I I m y
friends,
give bad
advice,

ygT

"I have too
much
work to
do!...It's about time you start listen
ing to my problems!...! don't give a
&%($*@ about yours...Thatfmember
of the opppsite sex) doesn’t like you,
so go ahead, keep pining away fpr
him/her." ° °
Too often we
just sit there and
listen
to
our
friend’s problems
and try to help.
It's time to be self
ish for a change.

5 .T o
s m o k e
t
w
o

packs
d a
instead of one

a
y

You put on the
nicotine patch.
You tried the gum.
But you still can't
seem to fight the
cravings.
You
need
one
cigarette...or two
or three. A whole
pack would help,
d o n ’t you think?
This is one resoluJion you wish you
could make, but
you can’t.

6 . To be
rude
to every single
3. To bite downperson
I meet
each and every one
Bad moods can be frequent. It's
of my fingernails.

It could be nervousness. It could
be habit. But for whatever reason
you just seem to bite your fingernails

so easy to be mean to that person
you just c a n 't stand. Don't hold
yourself back. Go a h ead, pick
on that weakling. It'll make your

The car skids in
front of you, forgetting
to signal, and comes
inches away from your
front bumper and you
just sit there in shock
§0. for a second before
realizing you have two
things you can do. You
can rancryopr hand on
the horn and wait for
the invigorously loud signal that just
makes the whole day so much nice.
Or you could open your window,
make sure to speak loudly and
clearly, and shout a fey/pb^c§hi)ipAr
at the stupid drive., Just for fun.
Wouldn’t that be so refreshing?

8. T0 spend all my
money on w o rth
less, m aterialistic
items/’
Marilyn, Monroe said diamonds
are a girl's best friend. Madonna
said, “ We are living in a material
world." You got the holiday cash.
Now go spend, spend, spend!

9. To skip as many
classes as I can next
semes
ter
You
may
have
missed
classes
this
semester. You
may
have
missed a lot of
classes
this
•semester. Well,
you
haven't
missed nearly
enough. Now
make yourself
feel better by
missing a few
more this upcoming semester. Why
not just fail out of school? It's just
so simple.

10.

No resolutions
this year, that's my
resolution
ALL PICTURES COURTESY OF

JL

WWW.PARTYPOINTS.COM
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Campus Rec Caps Off Intramural
Volleyball with Team Championships
Killaz", with a 6-1 tri
umph for the cham 
S taffW riter
pionship. Przemyslaw
Markowski was voted
MVP for the "Tek
Killaz."
A s the semester comes to an
Mike Doktor was
Z A end so do the athletic sea- also named MVP for
/
\sons for Montclair Intramural the “ Silent Assassins"
sports.
after defeating the Pi
While some are experiencing the Kappa Alpha Frater
victory of earning an A or suffering nity finishing up with a
the d e fe a t of failure, others are 6-1 season victory.
celebrating the joy of a successful
One Co-Ed and
season or the heartache of bereave one Men's All-Star
ment.
games were also
MSU's own Intramural Volleyball played with one male
League had to endure some of these and one female from
emotions last week while finishing ea ch of the tw elve
up their season through their final teams being chosen
competitions.
to play in the event.
T
h
e
T h e Red Team
league conc o n 
sisted of a
6 6 ...It w a s a to u g h
quered
medley of 12
the
White
SEASON FOR EVERYONE.
teams orga
Team 2-0
nized
by
in
the
. . . S t il l , e v e r y o n e
undergradu
C o - E d
ATTEMPTED TO REACH
ate and grad
g a m e ,
PHOTO COURTESY OF CAMPUS REC
uate students,
THE GOAL THEY SET FOR and in the
and certain
Men's
THEIR TEAM AND FOR
fra te rn itie s .
All Star Tek Killaz, one o f the Intramural Volleyball teams o f Campus Recreation, celebrates
The students
Game
the their victory at the Co-Ed League’s finals. With a 6-1 record for the season, they were
THEMSELVES. 9 9
com peted in I
W h i t e
named the Champions, with many o f their teammates titled All-Star Players.
a 4-week volT e a m
leyball league and p la y o ff th a t defeated The Red
concluded in the finals for the Co-Ed Team 2-0.
All in all it was a tough season the goal they set for their team and
League, and Men’s League on
Mike Doktor won another MVP fqr everyone, high expectations for themselves.
Monday December 3.
award for the All Star Men's game were held for each team and each
Congratulations go out to all
The “Tek Killaz" defeated “ Bob’s while Ely Polanco, Myriam Ward, and
individual. Some were happy with that participated in the League
Big Boy” 2-0 in the Co-Ed Final. This Hesham Hazin were all named MVP’s
the outcome and some were not. and a wish of good luck in future
wrapped up the season for the "Tek for the Co-Ed All-Star Games.
Still, everyone attempted to reach seasons.
ByCristin Curry

Greek Housing On Campus: Is It An Option?
Sororities and Fraternities Wonder Why MSU Does Not Have Frat Row
By Erica Manen
S taffW riter

alking across your average
college campus, one will
eventually come to an area
where the buildings have changed,
the words spoken are common lan
guage, and the whole atmosphere
is totally different.
Instead of professors, science
labs, and stressed out students,
there are co m fo rta b le students,
having a good time, relaxed, listen
ing to music, helping each other with
homework and always engaged in
some activity. This is typical of frat
row.
Frat row is the common name
for the area of campus in which the
various fraternities and sororities have
their houses. Therefore, the majority
of the Greeks at these schools can
be found there. This is normal for
many campuses across the country,
but not here at Montclair.
However, there is a movement to
change this. The Greeks are working
together to earn something they so
richly deserve and both they and this
school can benefit from. The Greeks

W

are working together to obtain on
campus housing for themselves. It is
a slow process and requires a lot of
time and effort, but the benefits of
Greek housing make it a worthwhile
endeavor.
The Greeks will benefit in numer
ous ways from having on campus
housing. A
co m m o n
a

r

e

a

would be
estab
lished for
commit
tees and
subhouses
to meet.
Ther e
would be
a place to
h

o

l

d

events
such
as
mixers or even Greek Week. Also, on
campus housing makes becoming
a member of a Greek organization
a much more a ttra ctive idea to
the student body. Since Greeks are
more likely to stay at Montclair than
the average student is and have a
higher graduation rate, the school
also benefits.
On campus housing for the

Greeks will also benefit the school
in many other ways. The greatest
benefit is that it will make the school
more attractive to prospective stu
dents. This is because it will show
the students that there is actually
something to do on this campus. As
we all know, Montclair is a suitcase
school.
A l s o ,

80% of
t

h

e

popula
tion is
c o m 
mut er .
These
statistics
do not
leave a
positive
impres
sion on
p r o spective students, since it's a clear
indication that there is nothing to
do on this campus. Also, the school
would then be able to increase its
coffers since several hundred more
students would potentially be living
on campus. In a d dition to this,
the liability of Greeks is decreased
because there would be rules and
regulations governing the Greeks.

Greek housing should not only
be constructed because of the
benefits that can be reaped, but
also because the Greeks co n 
tribute so much to campus life,
they deserve it. Greeks are more
involved in extracurricular activities
than any other group on campus.
Greeks also do more within the
community than any other group,
averaging nearly one hundred
community service acts per semes
ter. In addition, Greeks have a
higher grade point average than
any other group. All of this means
that the Greeks work hard and
deserve a little recognition for this.
The best and most mutually ben
eficial way to provide this would be
to construct on campus housing
for the Greeks.
Frat row is an integral part of
the college experience. It adds
flavor and fun. Montclair State is
making self-improvement a main
priority. Therefore, Greek housing
should be a priority. Providing it is
capitalizing on a primary resource
to increase both enrollment and
retention. That, in essence, is what
MSU’s self improvement campaign
is all about. Let’s hope to break
ground on these houses in the very
near future.

9
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T i g e r i i l y HOTLine
personai_s &
M i Corazon Eric ( “angel face”),
It has been a y e a r and fo u r
months since I first feel in love w ith
y o u r beautiful eyes. You have filled
m y life w ith happiness, sunshine,
and love th a t b righten m y day each
tim e t h a t y o u a r e a ro u n d m e . I
w ill n e v e r fo rg e t all th e w onderful
things th a t you have done fo r m e
and I w ill th an k God and m y lucky
star evey night fo r sending m e such
a blessed a n g el, fro m h eaven . Te
Quiero Mucho mi corazon.
Love u r A ngelita “angel eyes”
Adrian,
I love you w ith all m y h e a rt and i
am so happy fo r y o u r new house. Te
Amo and I w ill always. 9 -1 3 -2 0 0 0 .

B O R N : Manheim. Germ any 1925
IN T E R E S T IN G FACT: His grandfather is founder of
Gestalt theory of psychology.
H O B B IE S : loves to watch soap operas, his favorite is
General Hospital
IN T E R E S T IN G Q U O T E : " I love th e students here,
th e y 're su p erb . Teaching a t M o n tc la ir is a fo rm of
therapy for me. I 's te p in front of a classroom and I
feel reborn."

M un-Ling,
W e w a n t to wish you a v e ry
h a p p y 19th b ir th d a y fr o m y o u r
frie n d s t h a t lo v e y o u , L o ry a n n ,
Adrian, Rosa, and Tina.

senD

shout

a n Y T H in G .

outs

s h o u t

o u t s

To all m y friends a t th e p aper,
th e re a re to o m any to nam e,
You guys have given m e some
o f th e best m e m o rie s o f m y co l
le g e c a re e r, tw o and a h alf years
Of th e m . F Y000UUUUUU!!!! FARTS
FOREVER! The first ru le o f Arts Club
is... P h yllis, th a n k y o u so m uch,
S im b a ’s a lesbian? Jim , O u tb all,
M ike Snachez, Snacks Editor, thank
yo u so m uch fo r u n d e rs ta n d in g ,
N ew zfratn ew z, both m y lils, thank
you, to m y big, I know, y o u ’re out
th e re som ew here, thanks fo rtru s t
ing m e, Jenn, th e o th e r h alf o f
th e M u tu a l A d m ira tio n S o c ie ty .
Be g o o d to th e Anna s h rin e and
r e m e m b e r , t h e r e ’s a big p ile o f
corn o u t in th e hall, w hy don’t
y o u g o SHUCK IT! I ’ m g o n n a go
g e t m yself som e COFFEE fla v o re d
c o ffee, I ’ll see you all n e x t y e a r.
The PSYCHO has left th e building.

, m e s s a G e s , p e rs o n a L S -

s u B im is s io n s it iu s t B e C L e a n ■

o r w r iT T e n w i t h e n o u G H c o D e a n D in c L U D in G
enouG H
it ’s

dean

in s iD e j O K e s T H a T w e c a n ’T T e u _ if
o r noT.

s u B m is s io n s i t i u s t B e in b y

T u e s D a y s aT n o o n .
If you’ve ever taken general or educational psych, there’s a good
chance that you've had Dr. Gerhard Lang. He’s been a professor at MSU
for more tharvthirty-five years.
Born in Mannheim Germany back in 1925, Dr. Lang has led a very
colorful life.
Dr. Lang came to Montclair State University back in 1966. He was hired by
then President Dr. Richardson (whom Richardson Hall is named after).
There are many reasons why he chose MSU.
‘‘I always loved Montclair. It had a great reputation, nice scenery and
I wanted to be apart of that."
Dr Lang was one of the many people who helped to develop the Psych
program at MSU. On top of that he was also the Department Chair of the
Department of Research and Evaluation for five years.
This past July he went from teaching full time to part time, but that
hasn’t slowed him down much!
Throughout
his
illustrious career
taught
many
here, Dr. Lang has
Child and Adocourses. He taught
6 6 I ALWAYS LOVED
and Psychologilescent Psychology
MONTCLAIR. I t HAD A
cal Adjustment which
are all under
graduate classes.
GREAT REPUTATION, NICE
oped some of
He has develSCENERY, AND I WANTED courses.
He
his own graduate
Research
and
teaches Methods of
TO BE A PART OF
tion.
Testing and Evaluahas
accomAlthough Dr. Lang
THAT. 9 9
his years here, he
plished a lot during
elsewhere.
has also done much
-D r. C ^ e rh a rd L a n g
Fairly Dickenson
Lang taught at
for seven years and helped to create the first psychiatric clinic on a college
campus in northern New Jersey.
By far. Dr. Lang's favorite part of teaching is the students.
"I love the students here, they’re superb. Teaching at Montclair is a form
of therapy for me. I step in front of a classroom, and I feel reborn."
Dr. Lang has seen Montclair grow and change over his years here and
feels that "the university is becoming too compartmentalized.” However,
he ."still loves this university."
In his spare time. Dr. Lang loves to spend time with his wife of fifty years
and his four grandkids.
It’s no wonder Lang has decided to teach psychology. Perhaps that's
because it's in his blood.
“My Grandfather is Max Wertheim, the founder of the Gestalt Theory
of psychology," he explains.
You also may be surprised to know that Lang loves to watch soap
operas. His favorite being General Hospital and he continues to watch
it to this day.

TiGeruLYmsu@HOTmaiL.com

Appearing Every Tuesday at

Whiskey Cafe
1050 Wall St. West, Lyndhurst, NJ. 07071
(200-939-4889
$2 Bud + Bud Lite bottles. Kitchen open late.
Show starts at 10pm. 21 and over, w /2
forms of I.D.

The Heroic Women o f Afghanistan
Why Some Women Have Found The Courage To Fight The Taliban
By Tina Snyder
Assistant Feature Editor

“ le n d your voices only to sounds
o f freedom. No longer lend your
strength to that whigh you wish to
be free from. ”
- Jewel Kllcher
ince the September 11 attacks,
the war i n Afghanistan has
been à
copstant and
serious situa
tion for Americans.
However, it
has
„ also
affected and
h ig h lig h te d
the issue of
A fghanistan
women under the Taliban rule and
has brought to surface the ihhumane
treatment of females in that coun
try.
Now, lilie Americans, these'
women are fighting back harder
than ever, to ,take a stand for free

S

dom and for their rights.
For decades, the Taliban have
imprisoned women in their own
homeland.
Cruel and ufijust treatment has
severely worsened in the past five
years since Taliban chief Mullah Omar
has forced his army and the police
to increase their ghastly treatment
of women. They have created and
enforced harsh laws that, if broken,
can cause severe punishments.
Women in Afghanistan must be
covered fully in burquas, which
.contain heavy mesh netting that
covers the
entire face,
making
it
hard to see.,
hear, .and
breathe.
Women
c a n n 'o t
leave their
homes with
out a relative male escort, who they
must stay behind at all times., i
It is illegal for women to work or
be educated past the age of eight.
If women talk loud, laugh in public,
wear make-up, jewelry, or nail polish,
they are beaten, their body limbs
are amputated, or they are stoned.

.

PHOTOCOURTESYOFWWW.RAWA.ORG

Many women in Afghanistan are forced to wear burquas, heavy mesh
netting that covers the entire face, and are subjected to harsh violence
by their Taliban leaders and followers.

sometimes to the point of death.
fundamentalist Taliban use to justify
Many women commit suicide by these horrible crimes with.
drinking battery acid, saying that it is
However, since mid-November,
better than living underthe Taliban's when American air strikes forced the
thumb.
Taliban to evacuate Kabul, women
These women blame culture and feel like they have been liberated.
the misuse of Islam that the over200. Afghan women went to the
capital and In a symbolic protest
threw off their burqua veils, revealing
their faces to sunshine for the first
time In more than five years. They
dlso dem anded respect for their
rights.
“ [They] are the heroic women
of Kabul; [they] hove been Impris
oned in. (thelrj own homes...
beaten...deprived of work and
forced to beg, but [they] stood firm
and [they] should be called heroes,"
said Soraya Parllka, who organized
the protest.
Also very active/ especially now,
are the 2,0000 members of the Revo
lutionary Association of the Women
of Afghanistan (RAWA), yvho estab
lished themselves In Kabul many
years ago in an effort to fight the
oppression of women.
They risked their lives to expose
Taliban cruelty by hiding camcordr
ers In their burquas and sending
the videos to news reporters and
magazines.
They have also set up secret
home-based
schools, literacy classes,
M onm outh University Graduate Scholars Program
and health programs for Afghanistan
women.
• Scholarships based on academic achievement in your undergraduate degree program
Women like thesd are helping
the
American soldiers In an effort to
• Graduate degree programs in Business, Communication, Computer Science,
crush protectors ot Osama Bin Laden
Criminal Justice, Education, History, Liberal Arts, Nursing,
and his associates. They are also
Psychological Counseling, Social Work, Software Engineering
convincing their Taliban husbands
to get out of the regime or to switch
• Faculty with both academic and professional accomplishments
sides.
Many of these women hope that
• “Hands-on” learning experience
Americans will be able to put a
complete stop to the Taliban so that
Start your career ahead of the game with knowledge, position and income.
they can truly be able to gain such
rights
as getting an education and
Begin your graduate education at Monmouth University today. Visit www.monmouth.edu
being able to work again.
or call the Office of Adult and Graduate Admission and Enrollment.
For now though, these women
are taking a stand against oppres
sion and are no longer submitting to
what they want to be apart from;
U N IV E R S IT Y
the Taliban and their atrocious laws.
These women are commended
www.monmouth.edu
for their sacrifices and remarkable
bravery for the cause of righteous
^ ^ st./Æ,P^Branch^New Jersey 07764-1898 • Phone: 800 6937372 »732 571-3452
liberty.
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Party,

Too Much Break, So
Little Vacation

C.A.R.LB.S.O

Coping With the Stress o f
. Returning Home
By Ron Kelly
Special ToThe Montclarion

he winter break is approaching
quickly. For many students, this
means returning home for holi
days. This also means getting away
from MSU, returning to the familiarity
of home, and catching up with old
friends.

S
JOHN SPARACIO/THE MONTCLARION

C.A.R.LB.S.O. began their own holiday celebration last Friday
when they held their annual holiday dinner semi-formal in
the Student Center Ballrooms. Those in attendance dressed
formally and enjoyed good food and international music.

'U ^ lC t A A V t A

u s
a l e n d a r
" T it VAA(Haij

12

Conservation Club, 4p.m. SC Commuter Lounge
'A.S.S.I.S.T. Coffehouse. 9p.m. The Ratt
ISO Movie/Cultural Night

¡3.

‘Class One Concerts Hip Hop Show, SC Cafe
‘Holiday Bowl, 9-11p.m.
‘Last Day of Classes

S o t oAcHay

I4

‘ Read a good book!

Í5
‘Study for finals!

'Y Y i& A /J la y

¡Ó

‘ Finals begin!

~1WLAcQaÿ (7
‘ Buy last minute holiday gifts!

Goi ng
home
for the
holiday
season
may be
a very
In addipositive
t ion,
expe
learning
r i ence
to set
t o r
limits for
some
others' .
s t u e xp e c
dent s ,
tations
but very.
of
you
and
knowing
when
to
difficult for many others. This seem
ingly minor adjustment is often times compromise can help you manage
difficult times.
There may be
accompanied by stress.
There are a few strategies you ongoing conflicts that will not
can use to cope with these changes be completely resolved over the holi
and the stress they create this winter days, and learning to anticipate and
accept this may help you to make
break.
The first strategy you can use the most of the break.
Also, keeping in mind that being
to manage the stress is' to set real
istic expectations prior to going a t home is, in fact, a temporary
home. Relationships that were dif situation may help keep you in the
ficult before you left home, may still right sfate of mind.
Surviving the holidays as a col
be trying.
Also, just as you may need lege student rests on balancing
and adjusting to
to readjust to being
differences with
home, your family
66 SURVIVING... RESTS one’s family and
may need time to
recognizing that
readjust to you. While
ON BALANCING AND
home may not
some things may have
ADJUSTING TO
be the exact
changed drastically,
same as you left
like siblings taking over
DIFFERENCES...FUECOGNIZ1NG
it.
your space, other
Remember,
THAT HOME MAY NOT BE
■things may not have
while
you’ve
changed enough, like
THE EXACT SAME AS YOU ch a ng e d since
your parents expect
leaving home in
ing you to' be home
LEFT IT. 9 9
the fall, things at
too early. Keeping this
home have likely
in mind might prevent
disappointments and other potential changed too. Using the strategies
above may be help you negotiate
letdowns that may occur.
your
way through the rewards and
A second strategy is to identify
what you actually can and ca n ’t challenges of returning home for the
control. Be prepared to let go of holidays.
whaf you are not able to control.

There.

is
tu> p&

( jUe.J¡A/e.Ad¡ay
‘ Have a good break!

\S

namely, other peoples’ behavior,
and. their reactions to you. Try to
remember that controlling your own
behaviors, thoughts,, and reactions
is very powerful! Moreover, being
aware of your own needs can help
you enjoy the holidays.
■Third, if is important to set aside
time to take care of yourself, even
if it is just spending a few minutes
alone, to ca tch your breath and
relax. After a challenging semester
and having just taken finals, being
with family and friends may be
just the
hel p
y o u
need to
t a k e
care of
yourself.

Find out how you can help.
Call 1.800,899.0089 or visit
www.VQlunteers0famerica.org.

There, is

Volunteers
o f America/
Vj&y Volunteers
o f America®
There are no limits to caring. ™
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Classes held from
December 26, 2000 - January 11, 2001
All classes held in the morning on the Cranford campus

1

C a ll# C a t#
m

N o t e Course N a m e

C r Loc. D a y

T im e

11590 BI0 122 200

1

BIO OF PEOPLE & ENVIR

3.0

CR

TBA

BIO 290 200

1

INDEPENDENT STUDIES

3.0

TBA

INTRO TO CONTEMP BUS

3.0

CR
CR

INTRO TO CONTEMP BUS

3.0

CR

TBA

CHE 005 200

INTRO TO CHEMISTRY

4.0

CR

MTWR

0830AM-1T50AM

CHEL005 200

INTRO TO CHEMISTRY LAB

0.0

CR

MIW R

1215PM-0300PM

11159 ECO 201 200

PRIN OF ECONOMICS 1

3,0

CR

MIW R

0830AM-1230PM

10385 ENG 101 200

ENGLISH COMPOSITION 1

3.0

CR

MIW R

0830AM-1230PM

10402 ENG 102 200

ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

3.0

CR

MTWR

0830AM-1230PM

11404 ENG 102 201

ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

3.0

CR

MTWR

0830AM-123QPM

11577 ENG 129 200

PUBLIC SPEAKING

3.0

CR

MTWR

0800AM-1230PM

AMERICAN LITERATURE II

3.0

CR

TBA

MUSIC APPRECIATION

3.0

CR

MIW R

PHYSICAL GEOLOGY

3.0

CR

TBA

11163- HIS 101 200

INTRO TO WESTERN CIV 1

3.0

CR

MTWR

0830AM-1230PM

11201 MAT 117 200

AN INTRO TO MATH IDEAS

3.0

CR

MTWR

0830AM-1230PM

11206 MAT 119 200

ALGEBRA

3.0

CR

M IW R

0830AM-1230PM

11575 BUS 101 200
11576 BUS 101 277

W in te r S essio n !

U n io n C o u ffty^ C o I Ijege

1

Jm

11579 ENG 208 200

T

1

11580 FIA 105 200
11584 GEY 121 277

T

MIW R

•-

0830AM-1230PM

0830AM-1230PM

NRML120 200

F

L.P.N. TRANSITION LAB

0.0

MH

MTWR

0800AM-0300PM

NURMI 20 200

F

L.P.N TRANSITION

4.0

MH

MTWR

0800AM-0300PM

11585 PED 101 200

1

CONCEPTS - ADULT FITNESS

2.0

CR

TBA

- -

11586 PED 107 277

T

DECISIONS FOR WELLNESS-lEC

3.0

CR

TBA

-

11587 PED 110 200

1

BEGINNING GOLF

1.0

CR

TBA

-

PED 290 200

1

IND ST/FITNESS & WELLNESS

2.0

CR

TBA

-

11120 P S Y 101 200

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

3.0

CR

MTWR

0830AM-1230PM

11087 S O C 101 200

PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY

3.0

CR

M IW R

0830AM-1230PM

11420 SPA 101 200

BEGINNING SPANISH 1

3.0

CR

M IW R

0900AM-1230PM

11589 SPA 115 200

1

SPAIN-CULT&PEO ABROAD

U

CR

TBA

11598 SPA 116 200

1

CIV OF LATIN AMER COUNTR

3.0

CR

TBA

No classes on January 1,2002
Make-up Days - Friday, December 28,2001 and January 4 & 11,2002

V

If demand requires, additional sections may be added. For the most current information,
visit the counseling office on any campus or visit us on the web at www.ucc.edu.

Earn a full semester o f credit in just three weeks!
For more information call 908-709-7518
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Tis the Season to Surf the Web
By James Topoleski
AssistantA rts Editor

he holidays are here and there is
no place better to see this fact
then on the web. Whether it be
info on what would be the best gift
to give someone for Kwanzaa, or d
good recipe for Latkes you can find
it on the web. Here are some sites to
get you started.
Happy Holidays!!!

S

listen to Hannakuh songs (including
Adam Sandlers classic) or even send
a Hannakuh post card over the web.
The Worldwide Jewish Web even has
.a reservation setup for those people
who w ant to go to the sites Hahnakuh party at the Venue Lounge
in NY.
Yule

Ramadan

paganwiccan.about.com/library/
weekly/aa 120299 ,htm?once=true&

Ramadan on the Net
www.holidays.net/ramadan/
Much like it's sister site Christmas
on the Net, Ramadan on the Net
revolves around the mythos behind
the Muslim month of fasting. Some
of the items the site holds are an
explanation of the holiday, stories of
Muhammad, and a brief look inta
the Islam faith. The site even has the
Muslim calendar on it.
The Blessed Month of Ramadan
s u n n a h .o rg /ib a d a a t/fa s tin g /
Ramadan.html
This site contains many texts on the
meahings and'practices of Rama
dan and the festival of Eid-al-Fitr.
This site is very heavy in the religious
aspects and is more d ire cted to
those who want to know other ways
they can worship during the month,
or who want to understand just a
little bit more about the practices
of Ramadan.

is typically referred to as the modern
Christmas (Santa, stockings) Christ
mas on the net has many interesting
histories on the Christmas, tree and
other holiday staples. It even has
a list of the many faces Santa has
had over the years. While not full
of recipes or decorating tips, the
histories' are interesting eno'ugh that
this site'becomes a must see..

A very informative site on the
Neo Pagan and Wiccan celebration
of Yule. This site run by About.com
delves into the history and traditions
that are associated with the holiday
as well as a comparison of many of
the symbols that are now associated
with Christmas; but get their roots
from Yule such as Santa Claus and
the Christmas Tree.
Yule Origins, Lore, Legends, and
Customs
www.angelfire.com/on/
Wodensharrow/yule.html

Everything About Kwanzaa
www.tike.com/

The Official Kwanzaa Web Site
www.officialkwanzaawebsite.org’/

w m s o
To p t O

. Christmas

Hannakuh

UJanti and ÚM Volume I
2 . P k ifr
Liue PhiA Volume. I-6
3 . QjbteJ\h$ad-

Gnand Peeking Olden
4 . Kaitl Dem oa’i Ting U n ivm e -

Chanukah on the Net
www.holidays.net/chanukah/
Chanukah (or Hannakuh) on the
Net has a w ealth of inform ation
from the origins and it’s celebration.
Here you can read why the channukah is different than the traditional
menorah, or spin a "virtual" dreidel.
You can even find links’to buy sup
plies" and food to help you celebrate
the holiday.
Worldwide
Jewish
Chanuka.com
www.chanuka.com/

Web:

Chanuka.com is one of the most
comprehensive of the Hanukah sites
out their with link to everything from
food, to games, to the history of
tho ,lT9(iflvqy.t frprr) . f ie {sjt.e .ypy can

If Halloween had it’s own portal,
w ouldn't you expect Christmas
to have one too? Unlike Hallow
een's somewhat small dot-com site,
Christmas.com is pretty huge. It's set
up as a link to many differèht ser
vices and sites all catering to Christ
mas from decorating ànd gifts, to
spngS and the religious aspects of
an increasingly corporate holiday.
One of thé more interesting aspects
of this site is the fact that it has what if
calls a “World View” portal that links
to a page showing how Christmas
is celebrated around the world split
up by landmasses that closely relate
to one another.

This site also covers the historical
aspect of Kwanzaa but focuses more
on the practices and celebration
of the holiday. Of importance on
this site is a description of The Kwan
zaa Feast or Karamu, giving a very
descriptive program on how the
Karamu should be run including
offerings to deceased and blessings
for the living.

mm

Another site that is full of informa
tion on Yule from traditions, to tradi
tional celebrations. This site probably
has the most complete history, and
origin of Yule on the net. The site
also contains links on food that can
be prepared and blessings for the
season.

-Christmas.com
www.christmas.com/

The Official site created in coop
eration with Dr. Maulana Karenga,
the creator of Kwanzaa, the site is
the number one resource on the
web in finding out information on
practices history and the principles of
the holiday. There are many activities
and ideas for gifts on the site, as well
as a rundown of how to decorate
for the holiday. There is even a mes
sage from Dr. Karenga himself with
a backlog of all his messages for the
holiday to date.
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Christmas on the Net
www.holidays.net/christmas/
. More into the mythos of what
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THURSDAYS
LIVE O R IG IN A L M U S IC & $250 IM P O R T P IN T S
Thurs. Dec.13

|10:30PM START

IDK
Run Like Hell
Thurs. Dec. 20

10:30PM START

d a I ij iv f e i

S p e c ia l Live S h o w s & $2 50 im p o r t P in t s
Shows Start 11pm Sharp

(Before Midnight)

Fri. Dec. 21

The Loop
C h ris tm a s P a rty
SATURDAYS
L a d le s A d m itte d Free • $2 50 im p o r t P in t s
Before Midnight

D J S p i n s T h e S m a r t M ix
Sat. Dec.15

110:30PM START

ArtistAmplification.com Night!

Green to Think
Sat. Dec. 22

|10:30PM START

Waking
O P E N

W E D N E S D A Y - S A T U R D A Y T IL L 3 A M

E a s y O ff Rt. 3

373 BROADWAY PASSAIC PARK, NJ 07055
FOR BO O KIN G S SEND DEM OS TO CLUB
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Outkast’s Greatest
By Ian Stajduhar

-
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career serve as hidden gems on this
CD.
The funky, and celebratory "Play
er's Ball,” is a pleasant reminder of
the older Outkast sound. The chorus
is sung in a nice way, and the lyrical
interplay between Big Boi and Andre
keeps it entertaining. Although there
are many Southern hip-hop tracks
that sound like this now, Outkast
paved the way for this kind of
approach when this song was origi
nally released in 1994. “Git
Up, Git Out" is another
hidden gem with a
great message about
getting
what
you
deserve in life.
, “ B.O.B." (Bombs over
Baghdad) can be considered a
change of pace for the group with
its use of electric guitars and an
anthem-like chorus. The song's drum
beat is sped up to make people
d a nce ; however, it also can be
considered one of Outkast's more
• political songs because of its associa
tion with the bombings ordered by
the United States in the past few
years.
Other songs on the collection,
such as "Ms. Jackson," and “Eleva
tors," should be more recognizable
to listeners who have only heard their
music in popular media outlets. The

% A fh ile some rap groups are
\ i \ l content to stick to a certain
w y formula in order to ensure
success each time, Outkast some
how doesn’t fit into this category
of artists. They have achieved main
stream success within the past few
years; however, they've done it by
being different each time. When the
duo from Atlanta released their first
CD, Southernplayalisticadillacmuzik
in 1994,they were considered to
be Southern hardcore hip-hop pio
neers.
In 1996, with the release of ATLiens,
they changed their appearance
in the hip-hop world by becoming
more experimental with their lyrics
and beats. This eclectic approach
was taken to further heights on their
1998 release, Aquemini, by the inclu
sion of poetry, live instruments, and
singing. Their latest release, Stankonia, has been the most suc
cessful to date with a mix
ture of.melodic and experi
mental songs. Their latest
release, Big Boi and Dre
Present...Outkast is not a
: "greatest hits" Collection so
much .as it is a compilation
of standout tracks from their
four previous releases.
The clash between the
two personalities of Big Boi
and Andre is a major factor
in the group’s appeal to
audiences. While Big Boi is
considered to be the down
and dirty "p la ya " of the
group, Andre is séen as the
more playful and eccentric
member. This clash is evi
dent on tracks like "Aquem
ini," in which Big Boi raps
in a straightforward fashion
about things like Cadillacs
COURTESY OF YAHOO MUSIC
and . Andre ■spits poetic Outkast sum up their career thus far with
verses such as, “Twice upon Big Boi and Dre Present...Outkast.
a time/there was a boy who
died/and lived happily everafter/but choruses of both "Elevators" and’
"Ms. Jacks.on" are the distinguishing
that's another chapter."
“ Rosa Parks" is another good factors in the two songs. The hyp
example of the différences between notic chorus of "Elevators” is sung,
the two members. Big Boi is content “Me and you/your mama and your
to rap with a straightforward flow and cousin too/rolling down the strip on
use subtle metaphors about such vogues/coming up slamming Cadil
things as the group's hometown of lac doors." The more free-spirited
Atlanta. Andre, on the other hand, chorus of “Ms. Jackson'’ is a plea to a
tells a narrative with elements of girlfriend's mother with the humorous
lines, “ I'm sorry Ms. Jackson/I am
fantasy and proverb.
One of .the standout trackson the for real/ Never meant to make your
entire collection is the seven-minute daughter cry/ I apologize a trillion
long “ Spottieottiedopaliscious," times."
. With this collection, Outkast prove
which is more of an extended poem
about,an Atlanta nightclub and the that they are true hip-hop pioneers
relationships that occur afterwards. across the board. They can mix
The song is recited in the spoken- tales of Cadillacs, Chevy Impalas,
word style, with a hint of beatnik influ and their hometown of Atlanta with '
ence. The song's quality is height street lessons about everyday life.
ened by the mellow, repetitive beat It's unlikely that Outkast will stop
with horns and funky guitar sounds appealing to people because they
that serve as a great accommoda have something for almost everyone.
Although some of their songs will
tion to the spoken-word style.
An unreleased track from Out- never be considered mainstream
kast's previous releases, "Funkin' because of their eclectic nature,
Around," is included in this compila they will undoubtedly go on to
tion. This song adds a new dimen change the way we see and hear
sion to Outkast's sound with a slow, music in the 21st century. For anyone
bouncy b e at and mellowed out who has seen them live as well, they
vocals. Just as well, some of the can really rock a show and move
\
,
lesseNknown tracks of O utkast’s the crowd.
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Concert Calendar
can Legion
98.7 KISS FM's R&B Jam" feat.
John Paul Jones, King Crimson;
Baby
face, Faifh Evans; Madison
Beacon Theatre
Square
Garden
Dave Brockie Experience, PT
Grimm, Secret Cervix; Connections
Saturday, Decem beriS
“Zi 00 Jingle Ball" feat. Alicia Keys,
Autopilot Off,, H20, River City High
Lifehouse, Pink; Madison Square
Movielife; Birch Hill Nite Club
Garden
Dark Star Orchestra; Hammerstein
Yo La Tengo; Maxwell's
Ballroom
Friday, December U
Thursday, December 13

"

The Alkaline Trio; Babylon Ameri-

Rockapella.; IMAC
Moscow Boys Choir; Memorial
Auditorium
Sunday, December 16

The Alkaline Trio, The Get Up Kids;
Irving Plaza
Monday, December 17

"The Irish Tenors" feat. Anthony
kearns, Finbar Wright, Ronan Tynan;
Carnegie Hall

Tuesday, DecemberiS

“KTU’s Miracle On 34th Street"
feat. Enrique Iglesias, Mya, Shakira;
Madison Square Garde
Wednesday, December 1?

Wu-Tahg Clan; Hammerstein Ball-*
room
Natalie Merchant; State Theatre

v e n u e s . . . v e n u e s . . . v e n u e s .., v e n u e s . . . v e n u e s . . . v e n u e s ... v e n u e s ... v e n u e s ... v e n u e s ...

Bowery Ballroom; 6 Delaney St.,
New York, NY. (212)902-6138
Beacon Theater; 2124 Broadway,
New York, NY. (212)496-7070
Blue Note; 131 W. 3rd St., Néw
York, NY. (212)475-8592

Brownies; 169 Avenue A, New
York, NY. (212)420-8392
CBGB's; 315 Bowery, New York,
NY., (212)928-4052
Continental; 25 Third Ave. New
York, NY (212)529-6924

Albuh* Releases for
December 18
Rock/Alternative - Pagano, Lindsay: Love &
• Faith & Inspiration
R&B/Rap - Bell Biv Devoe: BBD
Soundtrqcks - Royal Tenenbaums: O.S.T.
Gospel- Davidson, Kevin: Soultown Usa

Irving Plaza; 17 Irving PI., New York,
NY. (212)777-6187
Knitting Factory; * 74 Leonard
St.,New York, NY. (212)219-3006
Mercury Lounge; 217 Houston St.
New York, NY (212)260-4700*

movie Releases for
December 14
Not Another Teen Movie- dir: Joel Gallen
Jaime Pressly, Chyler Leigh, Chris Evans
Vanilla Sky- dir: Cameron Crowe.
Tom Cruise, Penelope Cruz, Cameron Diaz

Madison Square Garden; Sev
enth Ave:, btwn 33rd and 31st Sts.,
(212)465-6741
Roseland; 239 W. 52nd St., .New
York, NY. (212)777-6800

Theater Openings
"A Christmas Carol"; Village Theater's Black
Box, Somerset, N.J. Running -from Sat. Dec. 15
through Sun. Dec. 23, Sat. @ 3pm and Sun. @
12pm

So W h a t’s U p T ig e rlily ?
Hey, are you h a lx,nd? Or perhaps you work at a cool place that Is having a special event coming up soon Off campus. Or maybe your brass
n
®™gmble is performing over in McEachern Hall. Whatever the case is, if your event is related to the arts we can list it here
Tigerlily only lists events for that week (from the Thursday we come out to, th e ’following Wednesday)., For your event to get listed it, it must
.
' :
.
reach us by the Tuesday before we come out, Be sure to include the name of the event (who's performing) where it's being held, a contact number for, readers Jo get more information.
*1 l
* .
on the event, and the exact date it's happening.
' ; -. •< Send all informatron to the following e-mail address:
t-

tiger(i(yresU@hotmat(.com

Journey with Charles Mingus to ‘Tijuána’^ iU á J o v e s
By Martin Wisckol
Courtesy ofKRT Campus

Tijuana Moods
C h a r le s M in g u s
R C A B l u e b ir d

n the winter of 1957, struggling
through a tumultuous breakup with
his wife, Charles Mingus took off
for Tijuana with his new drummer,
Dannie Richmond. They w ent to
the bullfights, gambled on jai alai,
bought a rug, dug the mariachis,
hit the strip joints and shot a lot of
tequila. Nothing that hasn’t been
done hundreds of times, before and
since.
But his delightful musical account
of the episode, Tijuana Moods, is
extraordinary even within Mingus’
considerable discography. Both the
Ellingtonjan delicacy and the bluesy
rambunctiousness of the composer’s
mercurial nature blend for colorful,
moody scene painting that makes
this the most cinematic oh his work.
It functions as a suite, a conceptual
whole.from beginning to end - some
thing Mingus also did brilliantly on
“The Black Saint and Sinner Lady"

I

and attempted on theoverreachini
“ Epitaph,” but otherwise left aside t<
focus on individual tunes.
This was a particularly busy an<
fruitful period for Mingus. In 1956, hi
breakthrough LP Pithecanthropu
Erectus was released. In 1957, h<
recorded four albums, including
Tijuana. Classic compositions writtei
or recorded in 1957 included "Haitiai
Fight Dance," "Reincarnation of <
Lovebird," "Wednesday Night Praye
Meeting" and "Fables of Faybus."
His was bristling witt
ideas. By the time of th<
“Tijuana" sessions tha
summer, his aesthetic
of constantly shifting
rhythms and pulse, o
emotionally contrasting
sections, of themes and solos fuelec
by background riffing, was in ful
bloom.
There is not all that much actually
derived from Mexican music on the
album, and it is airier than the gritty
1957 T.J. docum ented elsewhere.
Yet he manages, with the help of a
few nonmusical cues like the album
title, to create something that the
listener readily accepts as his Tijuana
adventure.
The bop-ish opener, “ Dizzy
Moods," has chords lifted from Dizzy
Gillespie's "Woody 'n ' You," while
the beautiful closing ballad - with
its touching Clarence Shaw trumpet

sold - was most famously recorded
by Duke Ellington. These, recorded
by the album's core sextet, represent
a trip to and from the border town.
"Tijuana Gift Shop” has a Latin
section in-which the three horns
alternate between a skittish theme
and improvisation, the effect being
of a busy Avenida Revolucion with
trucks honking, street peddlers call
ing out, pedestrians dashing this way
and that. The song's other section
has a sunny .rhythm with a sleek,
breezy theme th a t calls to mind
watching colorful street scenes fly by
from the insular comfort of a car.
“ Las Mariachis" is the most com
plex of the pieces. It has a fistful
of contrasting themes, including
a couple th a t m ight have been
derived from mariachi trumpets.
But otherwise, Mingus is evoking T.J.
through his own devices.
The album's most stunning cut,
"Ysabel's Table Dance," is a bullfightflavored flamenco complete with
castanets and Ysabel Morel's fla
menco yelping. The piece's meta
morphosis is constant throughout its
TOminutes.
Yet there are only two short
melodic themes. Mostly, it's a series
of improvisations and moods that
meld to create the momentum - a
bowed bass intro, a trumpet solo over
castanets and guitar-like flamenco
bass strumming, the first theme stated

briefly, then trombonist Jimmy Knepperand alto saxistShafi Hadi sparring
into a fury that is interrupted by a
solo piano interlude. Next comes a
. modernistic medium swing, theme by
the ensemble,vthen a bluesy unac
companied alto solo. A collage of
these parts carries the tune back to
the flamenco theme and a succinct
coda.
0 This integrated use of improvisa
tion to fuel the mood and structure of
a composition was a Mingus trade
mark. None has done it better since
the bassist and composer died
in 1979. And while Mingus would
Iqter have more talented soloists
and better develop his workshop
approach to executing his composi
tions, the concept is in full glory on
Tijuana.Indeed, the concept was so com
plex on Tijuana and so dependent
on intuition as to require numerous
takes and splicing - including! 23
takes for “ Las Mariachis," five of
which were used to make the final
master. The new Bluebird edition of
Tijuana includes, the original 35-min
ute LP version and a subsequently,
released alternate version of the
com plete tunes on the first disc.
There’s a second CD of unused
takes and solos (and early efforts
at “Scenes in the City”) with studio
banter th a t offers a peek a t the
session's method and vibe.
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Ocean’s 11 Remake Stays True to the Original
By Elizabeth M. Coen
S taffW riter

Ocean’s 11

l \

Steven Soderbergh
Warner Brothers

t appears that Hollywood has an
obsession with unoriglnallty this
season. Over the past year, it
seems that the only films released in
our theaters have been remakes and
sequels. It seems that our screen
writers have been having some dif
ficulty in creating new plot lines.
Maybe we should not pass too many
judgments, maybe we should be
satisfied with the fact that Hollywood
provides a service to us and we
should take advantage of this service
regardless if it costs us $9.00 a ticket.
In the meantime, the American
public must deal with what is avail
able to us. We must appreciate the
quality of film for what it is worth. In
Tennessee Williams’ "Glass Menag
erie,” the movies are a means of
escape for the protagonist Tom.
The prison of his home-life becomes
obsolete when he steps inside the
doors of the cinema. The movies
allow him to be whisked away to far
off places of a fantastical nature. He
is able to see greats such as Greta
Garbo and John Wayne. In a sense,
nothing much has changed from
seventy years ago, Americans still
see movies to escape from the banal
nature of their personal lives.
The funny thing is, today, we

I

watch the same movies as we did
in yesteryear, only they are cast with
fresh faces and remade to target
teen audiences. Americans still
want to see glamour and wit and;
most importantly, movie stars. The
big-wigs who are behind Hollywood
know this. For this reason, rather
.than finance a small budget film
that could be hit or miss, they would
rather finance something, which by
its very Hollywood nature will hit. This
is w h'7 +hey resurrect archives of
the past. O c e a n ’s
1/, originally stared
the Rat Pack at their
finest and today is
cast with the elitists of
"Access Hollywood."
Formulaically, with a cast
of big name-Hollywood heavy hitters,
it is pretty hard to lose monetarily.
However, the director, Steven Soder
bergh', could have easily taken our
money, lured us eager Americans
into the theater and given us little in
return. Instead, he chose to entertain
us.
The casting was far from inge
nious, it is almost painstakingly obvi
ous why each actor was assigned
their individual role. George Clooney
plays the suave and charismatic
Danny Ocean, the role originally
given to Frank Sinatra. Oceah’s goal
is to win back the affections of his
ex-wjfe by proving that her current
lover, Andy Garcia, is selfish and
egotistical. His means of attack,
robbing Garcia's multi-million dollar
gambling casinos. Julia Roberts plays
Tess, Ocean's ex-wife, and judging
from her characterization, it is difficult
to understand why he would want
her back. Roberts was exfcruciat-

B

£ HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW? HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW? g

ingly obnoxious.
At some point in
her first scene it
becomes appar
ent that she was
cast
merely
because she was
Julia Roberts and
not because she
fit the role. The
love affair sub-plot'
was not fully devel
oped and should
have merely been
a catalyst to move
the action along.
COURTESY OF YAHOO MOVIES
The success /.- r. Mac, Pitt, Damon, Caan, Clooney and Reiner
of Ocean's heist
size up the situation in Oceans 1.1.
greatly depends
on the efficiency and skill of his crew “Ripley" like characters with a dark
of crooks, 'th e crew essentially can side. Other actors who make up
be considered analogous to a band Ocean's 11 are Casey Affleck and
of super heroes, or more aptly put, Don Cheadle.
Of course, in any comedy, some
super villains. Each member pos
one must play the straight-man and
sesses a
special skill pivotal to the robbery Andy Garcia's performance proved
and a characteristic to add comedic to be as entertaining, or more so, as
effect. Brad Pitt plays Clooney’s the comedic elements. Furthermore,
pretty boy side-kick and in his usual he is able to play opposite his suave
style manages to sweet talk all whom co-star, George Clooney, with just as
oppose him into seeing his side. The much indifference and charisma.
This film is recommended as a
chemistry between Clooney and Pitt
is a surprising, yet pleasant additive means.of escape for all those who
and Pitt appears laid back and funny need to just get away, to anyone
who wants to see a movie just for
in his company.
The other members of Ocean's the sake of seeing a movie. Do not
11 are all familiar faces if they are not expect any unique plotlines, deep
the owners of familiar names. Elliott characterizations, or surprising twists
Gould and Carl Reiner represent the and turns. It is purely a processed
company's older faces and are the form of Hollywood entertainment.
most entertaining characters in the But hey, we need that every now
movie. Mat Damon is featured as and then. Everyone likes to be
a headlining name, but does not entertained by beautiful people
overshadow his costars. He has a every once and a while.
knack for playing shy endearing

Redhawk Record Label
By Anna Lawrence
A rts and Entertainment Editor

X HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW? HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW? ?
Thursday, December 13
Sunday, December 16

John Hart 1917
Chelsea Hertford 1981
Debbie Matenopoulos 1974 ’
Asaf Kahanov 1978
Friday, December 14

Nostradamus 1503
Ginger Lynn Allen 1962
Patty Duke 1946
Spike Jones 1911
Michael Owen 1979
Saturday, December 15

Dave Clark 1892
Buddy Cole 1916
Dòn Johnson 1949
Helen Slater 1963

Jane Austen 1775
Nikolai Gorlov 1908
Ludwig Van Beethoven 1770
Monday, December 17
Milla Jovovich 1975
Summer Phoenix 1978
Art Neville 1937
Giovanni Ribisi 1974
Tuesday, December 18
Christina Aguilera 1980
Steve Austin, IV 1964
Brad Pitt 1963
Wednesday, December 19
Babette 1904
Cicely Tyson 1933

Know som eone w ho's celebrating a birthday soon? W hat else says
"Happy Birthday" (on a very limited budget) better than getting your friend's
nam e in the paper? Email msuarts@hotmail.com with the birthday kid's full
nam e and y e a r o f birth at least a w eek before the date and let them know
you really care., even though you m ay be really poor.

f you thought the only w ay to
get involved in the independent
music scene on campus Was to
get involved with the University’s
radio station, WMSC, think again. This
semester has seen the birth of a new
and ambitious class three organiza
tion in the founding of Redhawk
Records, an organization whose
goal is to put together, compilation
albums and have the proceeds go
towards charity.
Redhawk Records began as an
idea in the head of WMSC DJ Matt
Isler over this past summer. Originally,
proceeds were to go forwards the
Make-a-Wish foundation, but since
those first days before thq signing
of petitions and going before the
student government to become an
official class three organization, the
scope has'changed. Now that Isler
is president and has heard input from
the general members hip (meetings
are Wednesdays at 3:30 in the Com
muter Lounge), the mission of the
organization has broadened. A
number of charities are being con
sidered, and Redhawk Records has
recorded live shows on campus,
starting with the Catch-22 show that
took place in the Student Center
Ballrooms.
The organization already has
interest from bands whose members
go to MSU, bands like Standpipe
Siamese, Give Us Barabas, and the

I

Superspecs. While these bands
play mostly ska and punk- music,
Redhawk is open to any musical
interest; whether they be hard rock
or reggae.
The fledgling record company
intends to help and educate all those
involved in the process of putting out
a record. While putting out records
for on-campus bands will obviously
help those bands, it will benefit those
who.are interested in the behind the
scenes work of putting together an
album as well. From advertising and
production, to finding the bands, to
putting together the album artwork
and layo u t, all aspects will be cov
ered by the organization.
Due to budgeting - organizations
must be officially recognized by
the student government for a year
before the can receive any kind of
funding - the label’s first albuim will
not be out until Fall 2002. However,
this doesn't mean they're waiting
until next semester, however. The
organization has already begun
work on the first album.
The compilation will most like be
mastered at the Hinchcrest Studio
in Totowa, NJ, and will then be sent
to a record producing company.
Once the album is done, CDs will
be distributed locally. One of these
locations will hopefully be the Uni
versity Bookstore.
Anyone interested in becoming
part of Redhawk Records, either
those interested in working on
production, or musicians looking
to get exposure, should email
redhawkrecords@yahoo.com./
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. Imagine the following announcement: “And now, introducing,
in its first, app earance here at MSU, a system for Creating the
course schedules!” Such an announcem ent would kind of
m ake you wonder how courses were being scheduled before
i.e., what sort of system is in place right now ? Apparently, not
much of one.
At this point, w e could choose to dwell on this fact, (insert
90+ years of student griping about course schedules), but
most students;are already experientially acquainted with the
downsides; pitfalls, failings, irrationalities, abnormalities and
irregularities of the current “system" of course scheduling that
such details need not be mentioned in detail. Instead; lets
concentrate a bit on the new system, and in particular one of its
most appealing attributes; It makes sense!
Am azed? M a yb e you should be. It is only infrequently that
a massive cha n ge of policy or planning can immediately be
met with the "it makes sense" stamp of approval. Nonetheless,
this, is definitely one of those occasions. And so, MSU, and Vice
President Dick Lynde in particular, deserves a pat on the back '
and m aybe a “thank you" .from all of the students whose lives
will be m ade simpler by this change,
If yo u ’re not familiar with what this new system is, refer to the
news article for the details. In short though, it is simply a system
of block scheduling, designed to prevent course overlaps and
spread out the course load evenly over all five days of the
week. You m ay again wonder to yourself, "how do w e do ..it
no w ?” Well;it seems classes are all bunched up in three or four

days, overlapping e ach other by 10 or 15 minutes/effectively
d o ggin g up all of the teaching resources on campus, while at
the same time making many classes out of reach for students
by just a 10 or 15 minute conflict. This block system effectively
eliminates most, if not all of this, while at the same time easing
the load on M SU ’s parking lots through the equal distribution
of classes, i.e., the equal distribution of the number of students
here at any given time. Again, you m ay wonder: "W hy didn't
we do this before?”
1
This’is a legitimate question (you wouldn’t have been told
to w ohaer it if it w asn’t). Why, if this new system makes so
much sense and solves so many problems, didn’t we do this
earlier? Who knows? It could be a previous lack of insight into
scheduling problems, or unwillingness to uproot a deeply rooted
system to make a change, but it was likely at. least a little more
than that. True, changes along these lines could.have been
implemented long ago, but the driving enginé of these changes
will be something unavailable until recently: À software program
that coordinates all of the facilities and resources available,
takes the scheduling guidelines and any special exceptions or
needs, a n d spits out a sc h e d u le tailored to fit it all. For
.anyone, who thinks this is a minor task, think about even any
small problems you’ve had deciding on. your schedule for a
semester, and then imagine that on a scale of thousands of
classes....,..... Now stop- you’ll get a hepdaqhe;
i Anyway, the upshot of all of this is simply that MSU has done
well on this one. Bravo.

Happy Holidays from
the staff of
The Montclarìon
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Working Residents Deserve the
Luxuries of Commuters
Every semester, my parents pay
over $2,000 so that I can have a
room in Bohn Hall. \, myself, work part
time to cover my $96 car payment.
On Monday, rushing back for a 3
p.m. class after work, I am amazed
to actually find a spot In lot 18. You
might say that I am much like a com
muter, coming from elsewhere onto
campus for class. So, imagine my
surprise when I received a parking
ticket. It turns out that residents can
only park in 27,28, and 29. Ever, with
the exception of weekends.
While I feel that the demand for us
to park in 28 overnight is reasonable
(if I were a com m uter and when
I arrived in the m orning the lots
were full of residents, I would not be
happy), not being able to park there

during the day is ridiculous. Residents believe that if you were to look up
pay money for the convenience the word "inconvenience" in the
of on-campus housing, and yet we dictionary, this would pretty much
have to park all the way off-campus. define it. Not only does he have to
We pay fifty dollars for a parking park all the way on the other side
sticker, and we have to park in lot of campus and walk over to Bohn
28 at all times (27 and 19 are Clove Hall, but the small lot provided for
residents). There is no logic or reason the visitors is often full, causing him
ing in this. I tried tq find it; it's not to make a choice; leave, park else
there.
where like at the train station across
My second issue comes with visi the street, or risk a twenty-five dollar
tors. My boyfriend parked over in ticket. These choices should not
lot 18 when he came to see me in have to be made. He should be able
Bohn Hall, even though he had a to come, park, and visit me, when
guest pass.
ever he wants, without conflict.
Once again, please imagine our
I think that these problems need
surprise when vye learn from his ticket attention called to them immedi
for twenty-five dollars that guests ately. Many arguments may be
are only allowed to park in the small brought against me, such as; "Lot
guest lot over by Freeman Hall. I 28 is not that much of an incon

A A o n td a r io n A A a ilb a g

venience, just take a shuttle!" I
think th a t we all know that I am
not guaranteed a shuttle every 5-7
minutes (which would be the only
thing acceptable to me if this were
the only place that I can park). In
fact, there’s isn’t even usually one
every 8-10 minutes, or sometimes
even 10-15 minutes. So, that is not a
solution. And if these are going to be
the standing rules, shouldn’t people
know about them? I certainly did
not, until I was fined twenty-five dol
lars. Around the holidays, 25 bucks is
an expensive lesson to learn.

D ia n a M artyn , a h u m an ecology
major, is in her first y e a r as a
m em b er o f T h e Montclarion.

__________________________________ _

The War Debate Forum Was a Bust!
I had high hopes for,the debate
forum about the Terror War in Afghan
istan that was held at the Cohen
Lounge in Dickson Hall on December
6, 2001. Open debates are vital
as the US enters into uncharted ter
ritory during this war on terrorism.
Unfortunately, I got both more and
less than I expected, ieaving me
feeling less like I had been to a forum
among rational adults and more
like I was at a late night booze-andcocaine-fueled bull session at my
old community college.
The day wasn't without humor. I
went to Dickson Hall and ran into the
Professor for my 11a.m. class. That
the debate started at 11a.m. was
not a problem for me, but it seemed
it was for her. She caught me trying
to ditch class. I told her a white lie.
She didn’t buy it and looked at me
with a pained expression. She wasn’t
mad that I was skipping class, just
sad because she was going to give
a study guide and I would miss it. I
weighed my options. Could I just
blow off a Professor whose class
I actually enjoyed going to?
I
went back to the History of Brazil
and missed most of the opening
speeches at the forum.
When I arrived at the Cohen
Lounge, I caught the last half of the
anti-war speaker. I missed the pro
war speech entirely, but I thought my
NRA membership, National Review
subscription and former residence
in the cow-and-tractor province of
Warren County NJ gave me enough
cache with the American military
superiority contingent to skip that
exercise. The anti-w ar guy was
earnest and seemed to have his
story straight, which was admirable.
And he was so earnest that he made
me debate a few things with myself,
such as whether to let my eyes glaze
over completely or just a little. His
spiel got a bit tired and so he was
hustled away from the podium by
the moderator, who saw a need
to get things moving faster than a

Valium-addicted tree sloth. And so up his rant by saying that of course historians.
the forum was opened up to the Osama bin Laden is bad, as bad
After that yet another English
audience.
as George Bush, which will surely Professor, this one nam ed Price,
The first person to speak was an net Furr a lifetime Wanna-Be Noam accused Furr of advocating com
intense fellow who identified himself Chomsky Award from the America manding officers during the Vietnam
as Carlos, a former member of the Last crowd.
War. He warned foreign students not
US Marines and an immigrant from
After that the rest of the English to speak out against the war lest the
Columbia. He then wept on to D epartm ent of MSU d e c id e d to federal government target them.
declare that because of America’s play "who can be the biggest terror He then insulted the fem ale English
despicable behavior, notably black apologist." The action was tense so instructor for getting mad at his com
slavery and mistreatment of Native I had trouble keeping score. I also ments. Then he announced that
Americans, that terrorism was, "...a forgot the names of the contestants, Price was not his real name. While
necessary evil...” thus dropping the but I’ll see that somebody gets that he made absolutely no sense by any
conversational equivalent of a Daisy prize trip to the Worker's Paradise of conventional standard of measure,
Cutter on the audi
Cuba. Leading off his use of a pseudonym during a
was a male pro d e b a te was truly an a c t of mad
ence. An overly
fessor, a veteran of genius and worthy of National
sensitive person
the Vietnam War, Endowment for the Humanities grant
could make the
66 I SAT BACK DOWN,
who said that the in the field of performance art.
case that these
AND LISTENED TO A FEW
After this, I was inspired to make
equivalent of Sep
sentiments were
profane in light of
MORE PEOPLE REITERATE tember 11 hap some commentary. I stood up to
pened every day speak, but Price (or Tooth Fairy, Bruce
the fact that MSU
A FEW MORE CORNBALL
in Vietnam. This Willis, David Ben Gurion, whatever)
is about 1/2 hour
anecdote was the and the fem ale English Professor
away from a site
PLATITIUDES ABOUT THE
gospel truth for were busy talking in stage whispers.
where
5,000
him, but I failed to Either they were fighting over seman
people died in
WAR. 99
see how casual tics, or making a lunch date. I’m
a terrorist assault,
ties in the North guessing they d id n ’t hit the Red
but why quibble
Vietnamese army Hawk Diner together. After a few
with messy details?
While Carlos m ade a valid point equated to U.S. civilians killed moments of trying to talk over them,
about America’s past sins, it's interest because they happened to work in I gave up. I sat back down, and
listened to a few more people reiter
ing that no terrorist involved in the a particular building.
Next up was a female instructor ate a few more cornball platitudes
September 11 attacks has talked
about slavery and mistreatment of who said th a t all the rights th a t about the war. My attention started
minorities as a reason for their acts the government has given U.S. citi to drift. Was the steak defrosted? Did
zens, from collective bargaining I mail in my car insurance payment?
against the US.
The debate started to sag until to women's rights to the African- Will the Rangers make the playoffs?
Grover Furr, Professor of English, American civil liberties, have come Should I get an eyebrow piercing? I
stepped up to liven up the soirée. He through violent protest, implying that couldn’t remember any of the other
believed the terrorist attacks were the September 11 attacks were akin things, but I decided tq put off get
brought on by America's imperialist to a NEA picket line on steroids. Hers ting a hole in my head and then left
foreign policy. He also asserted that is a rather flippant read of history; it's the forum. After that, I went to the
the Afghan War had been planned as if she believes Susan B. Anthony Student Center, played Rummy 500,
for a year and a half in order to drove trains into the Mason’s Lodge promptly lost and made up my mind
secure a route to get oil out of Cen to protest the patriarchy. She also that if I was going to waste my time,
tral Asia. He sounded pretty con forgot that rights are self-evident, I wasn't going to do it with the moral
vincing and pretty in love with his conferred not by Government, but imbeciles, pseudo-deep thinkers
own voice, but I'd be more inclined by the people themselves. Her and liars I encountered at the War
to believe him if he named a few statement practically screamed for Debate.
sources to back up his accusations. a snotty call of “Talk to the hand", but
Shamus Millheim
Yes, sources are nit-picky things and I'll refrain and just advise her to stick
they’ve tripped up better true believ to nouns, verbs and deconstructing
ers than Mr. Furr has. He wrapped Longfellow and leave history to the
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College Anti-War Claims Are
Protests for Peace
In response to Herb London’s
column concerning the American
Council of Trustees and Alumni's
recent report concerning the war in
Afghanistan, I find it imperative to
make the following remarks.
First, the report is nothing but a
diatribe against education by rightwing reactionaries like Lynn Cheney
and Sen. Joe Leiberman. These are
the enemies, boys and girls. These
are the people who long for a way
* of life that never existed. They are
defined.by Tom Brokaw as the Great
est Generation (the implication of
which, in case you missed it, is that
you and I are not the Greatest Gen
eration). They do _not seem to
care that the days they long for
are the days of government-sanc
tioned racial segregation, the days
of women being denied equal rights,
the days when gays and lesbians
had to hide their sexuality. They do
not seem to care because th a t’s
how they want it.
Second, London claims that the
report cites “ more than 100 examples
of anti-U.S. sentiment at colleges

and universities." However, he does
not quote any of these supposedly
anti-U.S. sentiments. For example, a
group of college students is quoted
as chanting “Stop the violence, stop
the hate!” This is an example of antiU.S. sentiment? This could have been
a chant at a rally held by Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Another example:
“An eye for an eye leaves the world
blind.” In case you do not recognize
that quote, it was said by none other
than Mahatma Gandhi, These are
the fanatical views of which Cheney
and Leiberman are frightened? The
report claims that American col
leges and universities are hotbeds
of anti-A m erican activity, to an
extent never seen before. However,
an overwhelming majority of MSU
students support the war, just as most
Americans do.
Lastly, the report states that most
high-ranked American colleges and
universities no longer require students
to take a class in American History
or Western Civilization; this, it claims
leads to a generation "woefully
ignorant of the foundations of West

Good Samaritan
Saves the Day

ern Civilization as well as American
history and its founding." Point:
one cannot breathe in this country
without being aware of the greatness
of Western civilization, and America.
Furthermore, the kind of American
history that Cheney and Leiberman
want taught is not the truth; their his
tory is a whitewashing of the United
States' shortcomings and a glorifica
tion of its advantages. Reactionaries
do not want students to learn the
truth. They want students to believe
that life was better long ago.
The A.C.T.A. report is nothing less
than an attack on our freedoms. For.
years now, people like Cheney and
Leiberman have been trying to turn
the clock backwards, in an effort
the return to the "good ol’ days" of
yesteryear. We should not let them
do this, and we should certainly not
let them take a d vantage of the
heart-wrenching events of Septem
ber 11 to further their beliefs.
Terrence McDonald
English Major

Good or
USA

What
Freedom
Means
On September 11,2001 my
fia n cé insisted th a t w e put
a flag outside the Freeman
Hall Director's apartm ent to
show support. When our friends
father died in the recent
plane crash Patrick decided he
wanted to put up the flag and
pole he was given when he
became an American Citizen
last December 15, 2000. Need
less to say, someone has stolen
our FREEDOM. Do you know
why this gift was given? Not
only was one of the questions
to become a citizen how many
stars are on a flag and what
does it mean. But the follow up
was how many stripes, which
represent the first colonies,
which he had to name. I am
not to sure if many of us could
answer all of the questions that
I know he was asked about our
Country the morning he was
declared a citizen. To some, a
flag is a flag; to Patrick it was
his FREEDOM!» I expect that
the individuals who made the
effort to take this flag will return
it to its proper location.
Deborah Clogher
Director of the Freeman-r
Russ Complex 1

Dear Editor,
Dear Editor,

ing all my credit cards and filling
out applications for duplicates of
I’d like to bring to your attention my SS, driver's license, registration,
dn outstanding case of benevo insurance cards and so on. Imagine
lence of human nature shown by my surprise and delight when the
a member of the Montclair com  same night I got a call from
munity. First of all,
police notifying
I have to adm it
me that
my
(to my embarrass
wallet is found
ment) that on beau
and
awaiting
66 X m a s c a m e e a r ly
tiful warm Thursday,
me. Life's per
December 6, being
FOR ME THIS YEAR,
spectives
at
,uon campus I losf my
once
becam
e
THANKS TO JOHN SOLEI
wallet with a bunch
much brighter.
of IDs, credit cards
MANIAN, MY SANTA
So, Xmas cam e
and some hand
early for me this
C laus. 9 9
some amount of
year, thanks to
cash (watch for wal
John
Soleimalets laying around,
nian, my Santa
folks!). I also have
Claus. Thus, I'd
to confess that my expectations of like to express my sincere gratitude to
people now days picking up and him and say that we as a community
returning wallets full of cash were are lucky to have such goodhearted
running pretty low. Having found (or people as John, who make our life
should I say, lost?) that the wallet easier, making up for our mishaps
was missing, I got quite frustrated (as and negligence. His friends (and
those of you who happen to share even strangers like me) can rely on
such unfortunate experienced may their honesty and integrity. Thank
know), afraid of becoming a victim you John, your family could be very
of a possible identity fraud (thanks proud of you. Good luck at Montclair
to a collection of all ID cards imagin and elsewhere. With best regards,
able. By the way, rethink if you guys
are really in need of carrying that
many cards around, yourself provid
ing opportunists with an easy prey).
' Gennadi Poberezny
Anyway, prepared for the worst I
Adjunct Professor
went into the grim business of cancelEarth and Environmental Studies

Only in America do ignorant
people call in and make fake bomb
threats to schools and large com
panies. Only in America are fake
anthrax Tetters delivered to schools,
large businesses, and abortion clin
ics. I say this because it is shown
everywhere that America as a whole
is very upset with the terrorist attempts
done on the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon, and the anthrax
threats across the country. With all this
public upset you would think people
would be respectful and demand
that these people are found, but
they are not. There have been two
anthrax scares that I know of on this
campus alone. This is very distressing.
It is unthinkable that a country that is
being attacked will attack itself in the
same way. I say “only in America"
because Americans notoriously over
react. Americans have always been
interested in gossip (especially if it
is bad), and ever since elementary
school I have had the wonderful
experience of bom b scares that
were always false. We as Americans
must realize how we look to other
countries - ridiculous. We must also
realize that there needs to be a
change somewhere in the way of
the American culture, there is some
what of a disrespect that needs to
be changed for the integrity of our
country.
Emily Plaskow
Psychology Major

Women’s
Soccer
Neglected
Dear Editor,
This
fall,
the
Montclarion
neglected to cover women’s soccer.
The women's soccer team had a
productive season and I believe they
should have had their accomplish
ments reported. There were only
two or three articles about women’s
soccer and the articles appeared
near the closing of the season.
During the beginning of September,
women's soccer won a tournament
at Haverford University, which was a
oig win, and there was no coverage
in the Montclarion. When a sports
team is in the paper, it can help
them play better because they feel
that the school is interested in what
they are doing. All other sports were
reported whether they won or lost,
but women’s soccer barely received
any coverage when they had a
winning season.
Susan Hinds
Freshman
Mathematics Major
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Those Damn End of the Fall Semester Blues
with the arrival of your fall semester
grades.
By Brian Cross
When this apocalyptic news first
Humour** Section Editor
arrives in your mailbox and you find
yourself breaking out in a cold sweat,
a strange sense of anxiety will take
over your body. As you begin to
As the semester is slowly grind shake and your hands start to twitch,
ing to a halt, many students find the soothing sounds of mom's voice
themselves returning to the depress asking, "What's in the mail?” will fade
ing state of end-of-the-semester in to the distance as you grab your
fever. This painful time comes each grades and run for the border.
After a while, you’ll become real
semester when we slowly start to
take a hold of our lives and attempt short of breath, because ever since
you came to college
to salvage a pqji_of
you started smoking
the school year.
6 6 . . . M o m d o e s n ’t d o
cigarettes like the rest
It’s that time of
of the world, despite
year where we
YOUR LAUNDRY
the repeated warnings
lock ourselves
ANYMORE, AND THAT
by the Surgeon Gen
in our rooms. J
eral, and the annual
spend hours toil
D a d has gotten a
reminder of grandma
ing away at
homework, and
LITTLE MORE CRAZY AND hacking up a lung at
Christmas dinner. But
writing papers.
-STOPPED WEARING
you've come down
It’s when we tell
to the moment, you
. our friends that
PANTS. 9 9
have about two weeks
we aren't going
before school starts up
out this Thursday
night, your first night all year, because again, and ma and pa are around
you have a 20 page paper due the corner asking what your grades
tomorrow; and even with the Courier are.
How do you approach your par
New font you still have five more
ents
and explain to them, that you
pages to go. Our days are dwindling
slowly and the parties are getting didn't pass that class, that no matter
how hard you tried, that the profes
more and more non-existent.
Students find themselves begin sor wouldn't budge and give you a
ning to pack our bags and prepare passing grade. Well it's a lot easier
for that month long vacation, where then telling them the truth, telling
freshmen home for the first time since them that the class was just a little, to
September will hang out with friends early for your late night life schedule,
who have dropped off the face of and that with all the partying and
the earth since high school, and drinking, you could never quite make
rekindle lost relationships. Many it to that.l 1a.m. class.
Can you really explain that to
will stay with mom and dad for the,
first time lo n g ® ^ e n a weekend in the people who are paying for your
months, and learrtfept Mom doesn’t college education? Well, they aren’t
do your laundry anymore, and that really paying it, they just like to think
Dad has gotten a little more crazy that, it's not them who will be paying
and stopped wearing pants. You'll the $40,000 dollars in college loans
find yourself bored out of your skull you will have in five years after you
very soon, and lost in a world where graduate. It won't be them who will
you can keep your AOL Instant Mes be dealing with feeling of wanting to
tear your hair out with the incredible
senger on all day and all night.
As you return to your homes and debt that you will be in. However
find yourself enjoying the Christmas the good old parents will feel no
spirit, and the joyous New Year, a problem in berating you repeatedly
sudden earth-shattering occurrence with painful words of discourage
will take place. You'll find yourself ment and disappointment when you
having to deal with your parents and show them that shining 2.4 GPA of
the unfortunate news of a semesters yours.
M aybe they w o n 't notice,
worth of lies suddenly falling apart

PHOTO COURTESY OFTECHNOLOGY

We see here Tommy, who tried the direct approach with his father
and told him flat out, how he did in his English class this semester.
Tommy’s father took it rather well, just before he plunged a knife into
the still beating heart o f Tommy who lied on the floor and twitched for
over an hour while he died.

maybe Dad
will be so
wrapped up
in
taking
down Christ
mas
lights,
and w a tc h 
ing
the
Marines on
TV raid cave
after cave in
Afghanistan
searching for
that
bin
Laden guy.
Mom frig h t
be
so
delighted in
that candle
you bought
her for the
holidays that
she
won'd
even think of
having
to
deal
with
your second
UNCLE SAM/UNITED STATES ARMY
consecutive Donny and Brenda are your normal newly wed family.
year
of Brenda, unlike the normal college student, doesn’t
lu k e w a r m bring her grades home to her parents. Instead she
grades.
gives the grades to her husband, who pays for her
Don't be
afraid, there education, and later reviews her grades to see her
is a way out academic progress.
of it.
You
know that eventually you will have notice they haven’t seen q grade
to break it to them, or just come since your first freshmen year, two
to the grips that you spend way to years ago.
Or, join the military. With the new
much time having fun. Just because
you’re a bad student doesn’t mean war on terrorism goipcian, the Armed
that you a r e going “to g r a d u a te or Forces are definitely rtirihcj: They will
do well in the world. There are plenty definitely take you and make and
of dumb people in the world that man or a woman out of you. Run
are doing very well, just look at our away from your problems, don't try
President of the United States of and face them.
Or, make a false report card.
America. He’s a moron, and yet
he is in control of the most powerful With the beauty of the Internet and
country in the world and doing a the creativity of graphic programs,
fine job. Think how can a ditzy soror perhaps making a new report card
ity girl get control of the Student with grades that will please mom
Government unless intelligence was and dad is the best option. Why
no longer needed to succeed in try and fool them with some soppy
story.
life.
Or, just tell them the truth, many
To tell your parents there are
several different approaches. Right parents were in college before. They
before the end of school attend a will understand if you made mistakes.
few AA meetings. Show that you are It happens to everyone. Sometimes'
trying to reform your ways even if we have trouble and need to adjust
you have no intention of doing so. to our lives in college, whether it
If they see that you have a problem is too much fun, or not enough of
that you are trying to cope with, they it. We all make mistakes and trying
to hide your grades from the two
will take mercy on you.
Or, never show them the.grades. people who like you a little more
What they don't know, ca n ’t hurt then anyone else would be a big
ypu. Of course after a while they will mistake.
definitely get suspicious when they
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The H oroscope Never Lies
However, Jam bi is M aking This up as
He Coes A long

O c t o b e r 2 1 ) : An vntCn6wn person
will ceme into yevr life S6metime in the near
C a n c e r ( J u n e 2 2 - J u l y future. They will de something. I t may
2 2 ) : Sucks to be you when y6v find out be geed, it may be bad. 6vr crystal ball is
th a t girl yev’ve been cFiasing a¿fte r the past ■a little dusty and clevdy, we can’t really
few weeks is actually a gvy in drag.
tell fo r sure.

fo r Christmas, bvt they’re net telling. Eebody
_ likes a sp6tled speri.

L—¡steri dall,' X avr ro ore*s
2rd cXoiC-e! You read tkjs
lyj.mher,- it’s tke rurrlser ore.
tHe
red- ore, o-rd X aw\
either sta rt Ay o r .X a¡rt
fkóy\¡ a t all!

L eo ( J u l y 2 1 - A u g u s t S c o r p i o ( O c t o b e r 2 1 2 1 ) : The sta rs say they can see ysv N o v e n ib e r 2 2 ) : Yevr Sign is in
wSen yev g et naked.: They're laughing. A
let. Vs seme pvsh-vps before ysv become ike
lavghing stock e f the entire galaxy. ,

the house s f Venvs, which has drink specials
from 3-3 p.m. Monday through Friday. Live
entertainment every weekend, with dollar
ghsts a t midnight. Be there tomorrow night
te meet the girl o f yevr dreams.

V ir g o ( A u g u s t 2 4 A r i e s ( M a r c h 2 1 - A p r i l S e p t e m b e r 2 1 ) : a «* gSt
* ®)* ©§ama bin Laden is posing as Santa yev down? Get refreshed by taking a cress- S a g i t t a r i u s ( N o v e m b e r
Glavs a t yovr heal mall. ; A fte r yov finish campus fog - in the middle e f ike nigfit. Tfie
2 1 - D e c e m b e r 2 1 y z ah

vp goJr heliday shopping, ge 6ver, punch Sim
in the face and scream “TAKE THAT YGU
3IH AVIST BAST A W ”
T a u ru s (A p ril 1 1 - N ay

I

&, 1/J6V d&rit. How d& zj6j
like that, eediet?-

G e m in i ( N a y 2 1 - J u n e
2 1 )* The stars knew what y6v’re getting

csel night air will refresh yev. 3vst watch
6vi fo r campus pshce. Bored with respending
te fore alarms and giving evt tickets, they’ll
fomp at. anything th a t might even remotely
resemble an acival crime. And semeene
running aersss campvs a t three in the morning
definitely leeks svspici6Vs.

L ib r a ( S e p t e m b e r 2 4 -

TheTop10SipsToii’re

yevr base sta rs belong to Spragve library.
Yev've made the place yovr second home to
th e point where 'they’ve stepped telling
yev to turn the lights evt when you’re done,
because they usually ceme back in the morning,
before yev’ve left.

C a p ric o rn (D e c e m b e r
2 2 - J a n u a r y 2 0 ) : Apples

lACK-n-Fnnk

will kill yov. Yovr Ivcky nvmbers are 5, 3,
10, 2 and Pi.

A q u a riu s (J a n u a ry 2 I
- F e b r u a r y I O ) : You win ceme
heme to a huge Phish concert in yevr kitchen.
The downside, campvs seevrity will eventvally
be called by yevr neighbors. The vpside,
you will get a lot o f good Biid before they
finally arrive.

P is c e s ( F e b r u a r y 2 0
“ M a r c h 2 0 ) : Yovr chances o f
leve this weekend are good. Either th a t
or th ere’s a sale en fe tis h p6rn a t yevr
iecal advlt store.

We hope you don't take that fortune
seriously.
I f you do, Humour™, The
Montclarion, and a small dog named Elmo
take no .responsibility fo r your actions.

B a b Duffy

Ttitn Josepfjs
10. You've legally changed your name to M orton
Steven Ungerson just so your initials w ill be MSU.

Z * C K - N - F e A N K (O B O O O

9 . You've bought everything from the bookstore
including the MSU sombrero and the MSU rectal
thermometer.

8 . You once killed a guy just because he went to
William Patterson.
7 . Favorite bird: The emu (kind of sounds like
M S U .)
6 . You hardly ever w rite to Jodi Foster anymore.
5 . You've eaten every kind of food on campus and
have had your stomach pumped six times, yet you
keep going back fo r more.
4 . You're asked to leave the zoo after getting a little
too "friendly" with the red hawks.
3 . You're in a horrible car accident and when the
paramedics get there you say, "Forget about me,
how's MSU!?"
2 . You sometimes send packages two or three times
a day (Sorry, that's a sign you're obsessed with
UPS.)
1. You've got a picture o f that bell tower thingy
tattooed on your. butt.

Solutions
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by S preng elm eyer & Davis
but
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Wound reminder
Pygmy antelope
Thaw
Hamburg river
Like most
windows
18 Consumer
19 Longest period
20 Assets
22 Winter forecast
24 Fruit drink
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25 Buffoon
26 Stowe’s villain
29 For certain
.30 Actress Flynn
Boyle
31 Retreat
36 Fuzzy fruits
39 Pin case
40 Operatic prima
donnas
42 Poet Teasdale
43 Tries out
45 Devastating
disaster
47 Braxton or
Tennille
49 Long or Newton
50 Classroom
presentation
54 School of
whales
57 Smidgen'
58 Happiness
59 Unsparing
61 Work group
63 Land measure
65 Attack
66 Ark builder
67 Caution
68 Contaminate
69 Mah-jongg piece
70 Iditarod ride
71 Countertenors
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6 Ostrich’s kin
7 Painter’s base
8 Astronaut turned
senator
9 Walk
10
of Cortez
11 Remove
12 Residencie
13 Taylor of “The
Nanny”
21 Begot
23 Frail
27 Battlefield doc
28 Gruesome
29 T-bar
31 Risked sum
32 Supped
33 Guardian
34 Artie’s. Gardner
35 Shaping .
machine
37 Taxing agey,
38 U.S. uncle
41 Bellow and
Kripke
44 Hidden obstacle
46 Bell-like
instrument

D IT H E R E D T W l T S

byManWaling

Mammoth Evolution
48 Holiday guests,
perhaps
50 Daring feat
51 'Vietnam’s capital
52 Transfer image
53 __i Haute, IN
54 Little, in Lille

55 Maine campus
site
56 Pockmarks
60 Calf meat
62 Definite
article
64 Ultimate
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eptember 11th.' It Happened
Want to Help?
Volunteers and Donations Needed

Benefit Auction
to be

in the Student Center

January. 12, 2002

Antiques, Collectibles, Corporate Donations,
Gift Certificates, Your T ime

The money raised will go to MSU r ;
>s set up in memory of the yictims
of the .World Trade Center tragedy'"
i

Call 973-6
That Simtde,
i

Sponsored by the Office of the Dean of Students &HRLDA; m
Ad sponsored by The Moritclarion.
tfttiti
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c h ild c a re w a n te d
Childcare. Temporary for January.
Care for two-year-old. 3-4 days/wk.
12-6:30 p.m.
Must be loving
and energetic with own car.
Excellent references required.
973-233-0944.
_______
Childcare needed for after school
pick-up in Montclair on Tuesdays
& Wednesdays, 2:45-6:00 p.m.
Experienced, non-smoker, out
standing references & excellent
driving record. Education majors
preferred. Call 973-744-3975.
Seeking an energetic and experi
enced parents’ helper for babysit
ting (3-year-old boy) and light
housework. Major in childhood
development preferable. Ref
erences a must. Steady hours
available beginning in early Feb.
973-746-9500._______________T
Top pay for warm, organized,
responsible person to work after
school hours. Help nine-year-old
twins with homework, drive them to
activities, supervise play dates and
help make life fun. Help with laun
dry too. M-F 2:30-7 p.m. Refer
ences, clean driving record and
good English required. Own car
preferred. Days 201-417-2552.
Evenings 973-509-2490. _____

jo in u s
Join us! Want to write for us? Want
to take photos? Make graphics?
Help with our web site? Copy edit?
Anything else? If so, then come
down to The Montclarion, Student
Center Annex room 113 and speak
with an editor about how you can
get involved. You can also contact
us by phone at X5241, just ask for
Mike Sanchez. Or, you can e-mail
us at msumanaging@hotmail.com
and let us know that you are inter
ested. Make next semester better
than the last by making sure you
get involved with The Montclarion!

Salon Ilona
859 Clifton Ave.
Clifton, N.J. 07013
973-773-5300
www.salonilona.com

• We Specialize in All Stages of Hair Coloring!
• Try our Facials for Deep Pore Cleansing,
Hydrating or Skin Toning!
• Warm Stone Therapy - Our Signature
Treatment - Relieve for Stressed Muscles and
Emotions!

“Our g ift to y o u ... “

Bring a Friend for a Facial and Receive YOUR
OWN Facial at 1/2 PRICE!
Tues. 10 - 7 Wed. 1 1 - 8 Thurs. 10 - 7 Fri. 10 - 7 Sat. 9 - 4

E astern S chool of A cupuncture
ano

Tr ad itio nal M e d ic in e

New) Jersey’s First
Acupuncture School
L im it e d S c h o l a r s h ip s
a n d

F in a n c ia l A id

AVAILABLE FOR QUALIFIED APPLICANTS
*%

Cult for an application and catalog
9 7 3 -7 4 6 * 8 7 1 7
Visit our Website at www.easternschool.com
Candidacy granted by ACAOM
Approved by thje New Jersey Department of Education

•fflB
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Red Hawk Renaissance?
Hockey Team Upsets 3rd Ranked Stony Brook
ByMikeHalper
S toffW riter

After suffering their longest losing
streak in two years, the .Red Hawks
(12-5-2, 6-0-0 M-ACHA, 2-5-2 Super
East) surged back
Rider
1 to regain their
Montclair State
9 dignity, trouncing
the M-ACHA rival
Rider BronCS, 9-1, and upsetting
the third-ranked Stony Brook Sea
Wolves by a score of 5-3. The
______________i wins cam e after
Stony Brook
the Red Hawks
Montclair State
5 wasted' one o f
-•
their best periods
ever on Friday night, dropping their
fourth straight to NYU, 6-2, after giving
up three goals in 3:11.
The victory over the Sea Wolves
should give the Red Hawks back
some credibility with Northeast
coaches after they were topped by
Albany twice in a row two weeks
back. With the threat of falling from
the top four looming large, the Red
Hawks were able to pull together
and put on a solid 60-minute perfor
mance that included a Dave Bodson
hat trick and a truckload of snazzy
saves from tender Robbie Martinez.
Chris Policelli put home the game-

t h is we e k ’ s

winner in his new role as power
forward, snatching the puck in front
of the net and putting it past USB
goalie Dan DiPrima. The play was
set up by a huge effort from CoCaptain Frank Barone, who went
all out to foil a Stony Brook clearing
attempt, popping the puck up into
the air and onto Policplli's waiting
stick.
"The guys are playing with confi
dence now,” said Head Coach Mat
thew Maniscalco after the game.
"We have half the. man-power we
did the first time around, and we
b e at them. Why? Because we
played as a team."
The weekend brought bad news
as well. The man-power issue Manis
calco was talking about is referring to
recent personnel losses. Co-Captain
Jim Latham hurt his leg in the Rider
game. It has been confirmed that
there were no bones broken, but no
further information will be available
until after an MRI. Justin Conigliaro is
also currently on the shelf, as is John
Baumgartner. Their absences, along
with the losses of Kevin Micek and
Devin Riley, have severely depjpted
the Red Hawk bench.
Fortunately, the remaining play
ers have picked up their games.
Ryan Pfeiffer had a breakout game
against Rider, notching four goals,

Jan. 4 @ Columbia w/NYU
p.m.

and Michael Grey, Ryan Trott, their aggressiveness just enough
Anthony Rossillo, and Vinnie Vulcano and refrain from collecting retalia
added goals. Trott added another tion penalties, which have been a
Sunday night, and Barone and Rbssillo problem the entire season thus far.
each scored In the loss to NYU.
The Rider game also proved to
■Trott seems to have regained be a good night for Robbie Martinez,
some of his scoring touch afterslump- who collected his 50th career victory
ing through the first 15 games of the with the triumph. It was also the
season. With the new lines, he’s now Red Hawks' 24th straight M-ACHA
playing alongside Pfeiffer, centered win, setting up tonight’s MSU-WPU
by Tim Dybus, and the combination match-up to be the 25th straight
seems to be working..
M-AGHA win.
The team also seemed to have
Maniscalco points . out the
im proved their discipline Sunday accomplishment with pride, and
night, taking only-five penalties the has d e cided not to worry about
whole game. Friday night, NYU was- the National Tournament until it
able to capitalize on MSU mistakes, gets here. For now, it’s time to con
scoring four power play goals and centrate on continuing the team’s
adding a short-handed goal. The dom inance in the M-ACHA, and
Red Hawks took 12 penalties during playing their best during the remain
the game, many of them in response ing Super East schedule.
to a couple of nasty players. For
"I'm not-worried about Nationals
whatever reason, they severely hurt now,” Maniscalco said: "I don't look
the team, and left the Red Hawks with at it (the M-ACHA championship) as
little hope of pulling off a victory.
less of an accomplishment now just
On the heels of that 12-penalty because w e’re in the Super East.” .
performance came a team-record
With tonight’s game at Floyd Hall
22 penalties against Rider. Obviously, Arena and another game with WPU
they had little effect on the contest, Saturday, the Red Hawks look to
as the Red Hawks came away with go into the winter break with a foura big win, but the Red Hawks seem game win streak, and hope to come
to have finally learned Friday night back and continue to make their
that the penalties will hurt them tre mark on the Super East.
mendously. against the league's top ■
teams. They were able to turn down
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M EN’S/W O M EN’S
SW IM M ING

A ction
MEN’S BASKETBALL
Sat. 15 vsGoucherT p.m.
Dec. 27 vs Worcester (MA)$
7:30 p.m.
Dec. 28 TBA$
Jan. 5 vs Staten Island
7 p.m.
Jan. 9 vs Ramapo*
8 p.m.
Jan 12 @TCNJ*
. 4 p.m.
Jan. 16 vs NJCU*
8 p.m.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Jan. 4 vs Salisbury
1 p.m.
Jan. 7 (5) York
*
6 p.m.
Jan. 9 vs Ramapo*
6 p.m.
Jan. 12 @ TCNJ*
2 p.m.
Jan, 16 NJCU*
6 p.m.
WRESTLING

Jan. 12 @ East Stroudsburg
1 p.m.
Jan. 15 vs'Drew
4 p.m.
Jan. 16 vs Misericordia
7 p.m.
New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests
$ Billy Marticci Hloiday Tournament

R

ES

U L T S

M en’s B asketball

1215 - MSU 92, Kean 85* (2 OT)
1218 - MSU 75, Rutgers-Camden 53*
12/10 - M*SU 81, SUNY-Farmingdale 70
Women’s B asketball

1215 - Kean 74, MSU. 62*
1218 - Rutgers-Camden 83, MSU 54*
12110-M S U 64, Hunter58

Junior Guard
Hometown: Linden, NJ
The NJAC Player of the Week, Thomas,
scored 7 points in the second overtime of MSU’s
double overtime victory over Kean. During the Red
Hawks’ 3-game winning streak, Thomas has aver
aged 17.6 points, 8 rebounds, and 6.5 steals.

Wrestling
1218 - MSU 41, Baptist Bible 12
MSU 30, Wilkes 12
Kutztown 32, MSU 7
12111 - MSU 29, Hunter 15
New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests

^

Dec. 28-30 Midlands @
Wilkes TBA
-
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Sports

Sept. 22: Field Hockey

•TheMontcUjripn ©

M S U 4,T C N J3

Laura Popes scores at 6:21 in overtim e as the R ed Hawks beat the perennial Div. Ill
pow erhouse Lions for the first tim e since Oct. 17, 1980, a span o f 36 games. The win catapults
the team into a school-record 12-game winning streak en route to the E C A C Div. Ill M id-A tlantic
Championship.

O

May 13: Softball

MSU 8, Albright 2

M S U captures its second straight ECAC Div. Ill South C ham pionship w inning three gam es on
the final day. Kim C aruso is nam ed the M ost Valuable Player o f the Tournam ent as she bats .500
with five doubles and five RBI. Erin H ennessy goes 3-4 with two R BI while Tara Todaro tosses a
tw o-h itter in the title game.

May 27: Baseball

MSU 2, Marietta 1

M S U p itch e r Corey Ham m an threw 10 innings allowing five hits and striking out a season-high
11 batters. H am m an retired 17 o f the final 19 batters. Craig C onw ay’s R B I single in the 10th inning
sealed the victory for MSU.

Playing ju s t four days a fte r the Sept. t1 terrorist attacks, the R ed Hawks defeat
B rockport 35-14 in an em otion-filled victory. Q uarterback E d Collins throws for three
touchdow ns and rushes for two more.
j —
^
| |

MSU @ SUNY
Brockport
Sept. 15

Top Performers of 2001
m

m

WBmm, {0 f -,

pm

mm

Florian Ghinea

Craig Conway
Conw ay' became ju st the
third player in MSU history
to be named a three-time AllA m e rica n . He fin is h e d his
career as the all-time leader
in hits, doubles, and set
,the single-season m ark for
hits. Conway was named
NJAC, ECAC, and Mid-Atlan
tic Region Player of the Year.
He also garnered Male Ath
lete of the Year honors for the
NJAC.

I

Ghinea became a fo u r-;
tim e A ll-A m erican, w hile
capturing his fourth Metroi politan W restling title and
' finishing third in the NCAA
Div. Ill Championships.
He went 21-3 in 2001
and finished with a 126-7
career record.

Kim Caruso,
Caruso led the Red
Hawks to their second
■:straight ECAC title, batting
¿437 w |K 66 hits and 31
‘RBI. An All-NJAC and AllRegion selection, Caruso
was named MSU Female
Athlete of the Year.

L a u ra P o p e s ,

Ed C o llin s

| Popes led the . Red
E aw ksfl^jaf' they won a ;
|>choolljr§cQrd 15 gam es
and captured the ECAC
Cham pionsm pk* S he set
the school record with 19
goals and 41 total points.
She*had two game win
ners and was the first player
chosen to the NFHCA Div.
II All-American Team.

.Collins set single-sea
son records fo r co m ple
tions (252), attempts (439),
yards (3,307) and touch
downs (32). He was named
to the All-NJAC team and
the Football G azette A llEast Team.
Collins also set career
re co rd s fo r co m p le tio n s
(640), yards (8,408), and
total offense (8,497).

red hawk

orts

Hockey G ets Two Big
W ins To Keep
Rep A live
S e e Page 26

Voi 81 '

No.

14

The Best, W orst, and
O ddest of 2001
S ee Page 27 .

Decem ber

13, 2 0 0 1

Thomas Paves For Three Lost Support
Red Hawks Win 3rd Straight as
Before the Holiday Break

By Mike Sanchez
Managing Editor

The last three games have
pushed MSU over the .500
mark to 5-4. With a home win
against Kean in double over
time folKean(20T)
85
lowed by
Montclair State
96
_______a
nother
win over
Rutgers-Camden, the Red
Hawks' season remains alive.
M onday's 81-70 win over
S U NY Montclair State

75

F a r m -

Rutgers-Candem
___________i
_53_ I n g d a l e
; gave MSU
its longest winning streak of.
the year at three.
The Red Hawks were lead
by Joseph Thomas, who
scored 26 and 21 points in
both victories. The junior
guard from Linden is the
leading scorer for the Red
Hawks through the first nine
games of the season.
For MSU, the two wins le ft.
their NJAC record at 3-3,
5-4 overall, w ith 12 NJAC
•contests remaining.
How has MSU fared in
those first six NJAC games?
The
teams
they’ve
beaten (WPU, Kean, R-C)
have gone a combined 6-12
in the NJAC and 12-13 over
all. The only team with a
winning record is R-C at 5-3,
who MSU beat by 22 points,
helping their point differential
to plus 10. MSU g o t past
WPU (3-5 NJAC, 1-5) by three
earlier in the season.
The teams they’ve lost to
are a combined 10-8 in the
NJAC and 17-9 overall. They
only got rr\anhandled once
- the 10 point loss at Rowan
last weekend - and lost by
five twice.
Yet of the three teams
MSU's lost to this season in
the NJAC, those three team's
rank one, two and three in
defense. MSU ranks four.
Under MSU? At five, six and
seven are Rutgers-Camden,
WPU, and Kean - the three
teams MSU beat.
To break it down further,
the Red. Hawks have won
behind the guard Thomas.
In the three wins, Thomas
has averaged 14 points a
game, while scoring an aver
age of only 4.6 a game in the
losses. On the unfortunate

Tightens Women Lose Three Straight in
NJAC as Batts Gets No Help

side is the fresh
man rookie Joey
Mafias whose 22
and 20 point efforts
in thè losses against
Richard Stockton
and Rowan have
gone to waste.
MSU has yet
to play Ramapo,
who is the NJAC
leader now, NJCU
and TCNJ. >
Currently, MSU
is sixth in the NJAC
behind New Jersèy
City (Fourth in the
NJAC) and Col
lege of New Jersey
JOHN SPARACIO /T H E MONTCLARION
(fifth), two teams
MSU has yet tó In the Groove: Joseph Thonpas
play.
continues to play well earning NJAC
And finally, MSU Player of the Week.
has
gone
1-3
Who won the match-up
against teams that
start with the letter “ R." If that when both teams met on
trend, continues, MSU may Dec. 5? Ramapo won 65-57.
have trouble as half of the Rowan is tied for first place
remaining NJAC schedule with Ramapo now at 4-2,
tie-breaker belonging to
consists of "R" teams.
Ramapo so far. Next meet
ing is on Feb. 6.
Around the NJAC:
On Topz
Ramapo’s Robert Ander
1-2-3 Break
This
past
Saturday’s son leads the league in
match-ups
marked
the scoring with 18.9 a game.
beginning of a one-mònth Ramapo has two players
break for NJAC match-ups. in the top five with Charles
The next meeting for NJAC ransom at 17.3 a game.
teams is Jan. 5 - RutgersAt three pointers, Brandon
Newark at Rowan!
MSU Constantine of WPU leads
returns, to NJAC action Jarv the league with 48.5 percent.
9 at home against division MSU's Ben Martinez is fourth
leader Ramapo.
In the with 44.4 percent.
Free throw percentage
meantime, MSU faces five
teams, two of which will be belongs to Brain Turner of
for the Billy Marticci Holiday Rutgers-Camden with 85.3
Tournament on the 27 and percent. MSU’s Thomas is
fifth .with 79.4 percent.
28 of December.
Under the basket, Wade
Offense or Defense?
Ramapo’s offense ranks Walters brings down 9.6
num ber one in the NJAC rebounds a game to lead
with 81.2 points per gamp the NJAC. At ten is Thomas
(MSU ranks eighth with 64.3 with 6.2 a game.
Ramapo's-Tennyson Whitagam e).
Defensively Rowan ranks - ted dishes thé ball the most
number one allowing only with 11.1 assists per game.
55.7 (MSU ranks fourth with MSU's Thomas is fifth with 3.8
a game,
61.8).
As much as Whitted likes
How different these two
teams are is clearly seen in 'to share, he's also the NJAC's
the shots. Ramapo has taken best thieve with 4.3 steals a
678 shots (league High)versus game.
The leading shot blocker is
Rowans 367 (league low). A
Homer Hemmings of R-C with
difference of 21T shots.
As for three-pointers, 1.8 blocks a game. Behind
Ramapo has taken 238 shots him is Omar Boothe with 1.7
versus Rowan's 79, a differ a game.
ence of 159 three-pointers
attempted.

By John Montesano
S taffW riter

The inconsistency contin
ued for the MSU w om en’s
basketball team after they
^ d ro p p e d
74
Kean
two more
Montclair State
53
___
_____
. j, g a m e s
and won
one this past week.
Last Wednesday, MSU.
played . host to
Kean
University and lost by 12
p o i n t s ,

Montclair State

54

7 4 - 6 2 .

. M S: U
1 ’
— " sa v e d
their better half for the
second and ohce again put
in a poor first half, w hich
allowed KU to develop an
insurmountable ‘ 11 point
lead. The first half for the
Red Hawks was a real disap
pointing one, which should
come as no surprise based
on their performances thus
far. MSU shot 26 percent
(7-27). Even though Kean
did not shoot much better, 38
percent (14-37), they made
twice as many field goals,
which developed into a
32-21 lead at the break. The
second half was much better,
for the Red Hawks, but an
even better one for Kean,
MSU shot 43 percent (19-44)
but KU shot a well- respected
54 p ercent from the floor
(15-28).
Again, for MSU, Jasmine
Batts led her team in scoring,
which was a gam e- high,
with 18 points. She also
added a solid six rebounds.
Stephanie Croley and Steph
anie Ellerbe each contrib
uted 12 points. Ellerbe's was
off the bench. Croley tallied
up nine rebounds as well.
Sharvon James led KU
with 15 points and in
rebounds with 14. Three
others added double-figure
point totals: Jaquana Abdul
lah and Kellie Rice each had
14 and Janae Brumby had
. 13. The loss forced the
Red Hawks to drop their first
back-to-back games of the
season.
Next up for the Red Hawks
was Rutgers- Camden. Jas
mine Batts had an outstand
ing overall game, like she
has had all season, with 23
points and 16 rebounds as
Rutgers-Candem

83

well as shooting 50 percent
(8-16) from the floor. No one
else on the starting or reserve
squad could step up and
contribute enough to win.
The next highest scorer was
Dyette Dillard with nine
points.
As poorly as the Red
Hawks shot in the first half,
their secohd half preformance wasn’ t any prettier.
The first half percentage was
their lowest for a half all
season, just 18 percent (6-33).
Like their last game, they
improved in the second half
with 39 percent (13-33), but
the 17 point deficit .they got
themselves into with their
18 percent performance
was a difficult one to over
come and handed RutgersCamden the win.
Rutgers-Camden shot a
solid 35 percent (14-40) in
the first hqlf and an incred
ible 56 percent (19-34) in
the second. Rutgers-Cam
den had five players score
in double-figures. Jennifer
Childs and Joy Silver led the
team by each scoring 18
points, Marcie Pentz had 12,
and Betty Anne Dick and
Crystal Lucas each had 10
points. Lucas also led the
team with 11 rebounds.
Last on the list for MSU was
a trip to oppose Hunter CoL
lege. Montclair managed
to turn things around and
pile Up a 64-58 win. Having
herself a huge gam e was
Jasmine Batts, who had 25
points as well as 10 rebounds.
Ellerbe got her second start
and added 10 points and'
eight rebounds. Overall, the
-Red Hawks shot 42 percent
(23-55) and showed that solid
shooting wins ball games.
Jen Rogers led the way for
Hunter with 11 points and
Tania Blanco had 13 points
off the bench.
The Red Hawks found a
groove but its not the one
they were looking for. It is one
that consists of poor shoot
ing and losses in the record
column. They, however, are
looking to build off their Idtest
win and get on track. The
Red Hawk have two traight
home games against Salis
bury on Wednesday and
then Savannah. The team
then travels'to ^York (New
York) on Monday.

S a y in g G o o d b y e !!
To Anna Lawrence and Andy “Ace" Seyka: Gbod Friends and co-Workers,
The Montclarion is going to miss you. You two have left unforgettable imprints in ourrhemories. And though this is your final issue, you will always be
part of the family. Never forget us because w e’ll never forget you. We’ll miss you a lot.
Take Care!
Your Family at The Montclarion.
'
-A *

